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Peace Corps
Test Set
For Jan. 11

From: Ini-State Defender Staff
Andrew Blakley
John Bradley
Jeroy Carroll
Anna Cooke
Maxine Driver
William C. Duncan
Velma Hal
Malclius Lave
William 0. Little
Angie Mitchell

C. T. Paige
McCann L. Reid
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr.
Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Ray Wicks
Bryant T. Williams, Sr.
Nat D. Williams
Ernest C. Withers
Marjorie I. Wen

15c

Coach Harold Hunter
Tells Of Discord

The next Peace Corps Placement Test is scheduled to be
given nation-wide on Saturday, Jan. 11 at 8:30 a. m. The
non-competitive aptitude tests
FRANK R. KILPATRICK
will be administered at 825
post ofices and other federal
buildings in major cities
throughout the United States.
The test will be given at
the Main Post Office in Memphis. Jackson and Nashville.
Applicants for Peace Corps
service are required to take
the Placement Test as well as
submit a Peace Corps Ques- A young father of five chil- morning, and that v, hen the
tionnaire. Those who have not dren, who borrowed a car to man did not return it by a
completed a Questionnaire will go on a date with a woman certain hour on that morning,
HAWAII ISLAND — From
be asked to do so immediately separated from her husband, he began searching for them.
the land of pineapples comes a
after the testing. No applicant was found dead with her early BOTH MARRIED
discordant note from the head
Saturday morning after the
At the same time, Wesley's
Cong. Clifford Davis h a s may take the test more than
basketball coach of Thnnessee
owner of the vehicle went wife and five children were
dropped his first and only Ne- once without special permisState A & I university, Harold
searching for his car.
also wondering why he had
gro member of his local staff, sion from the Peace Corps.
Hunter who has been here
Found dead in the car park- not come home from his job
Applicants should allow
Frank R. Kilpatrick, 1395
from Dec. 18 to 28 with the
ed on a cut-off road near where both he and Gober
Doris Ave. according to a re- themselves about one and a
Tigers on a basketball exhibihalf hours for the Placement Germantown w ere George worked at Hart's bakery.
Christmas giving m ea ns made the presentation at the port.
tion tour.
Wesley, 27, of 3072 Hacks Cross
Mrs. Teal also had children,
many things, but to the wom- "Delta Christmas Party" and Davis who was home in Test. If they claim proficiency rd., and Mrs. Irene
Coach Hunter told the TriTeal, 33, but was separated from her
in Spaniah or French they
en of Delta Sigma Theta Soro- Atty. Earl Coblyn of the Law Memphis last 'week' could not
State Defender that he feels
husband. Her body was claimshould plan an additional hour of 325 Boston rd.
rity this year's holiday gift School of South Carolina State be contacted for comment beAccording to homicide of- ed by her father.
that he will not "be around
for the language achievement
will provide bail bond money college was principal speaker. fore presstime.
It was established on Mon- COACH HAROLD HUNTER coaching the Tigers' hardwood
test—designed to test mastery ficers at the Shelby County
for high school and college In her appeal to the mem- Kilpatrick told the Tri-State
men next season." Reason.givof grammar, vocabulary and Sheriff's office, the car's igni- day that the two had died of
udents of Orangeburg, S. C., bers of the sorority, Dr. Woods Defender that the report was
tion key was still on, the gas carbon monoxide poisoning.
en was that "it is obvious that
ho have been jailed for par- said "all of us have a vivid true. Some political writers reading comprehension.
there are more merit than
The Placement Test itself is tank empty and the battery of Funeral arrangements for the
ticipating in peaceful cibil recollection of pictures in the viewed the "dismissal" ae
mirth to the -rumors that Dr.
composed of a 30-minute gen- the car Was run down when it victnis were incomplete at
rights demonstrations in that press depicting students from political move by Davis who
Harrison Wilson, head basketeral aptitude test and a 30- was found by the owner, Wil- ores time. Southern Funeral
community
announced
Dr. Orangeburg in wired-in com- will be an incumbent during minut, modern language
ball coach at Jackson State
apti- lie H. Gober, 41, of 5041 Wil- home is in charge of arrangeGeraldine P. Woods of L o s pounds, and policemen turning the 1964 election, to attract
College in Jackson, Miss., will
ments for Mrs. Teal, while
tude test. Knowledge of a burn.
Angeles, president of the in- fire hoses and throwing tear large numbers of "segregabe
hired to replace him.
Gober
told officers that he N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral
foreign language is not needed
terracial women's public ser- gas on them."
tionist votes." The Kilpatrick to score well on this aptitude :oaned his car to Wesley after home has the body of Mr. WesHunter revealed that he has
vice group, she revealed that Dr. Woods
been experiencing difficulty
said that the "dismissal" is expeoted to test, nor required for entrance ,they left work early Sihturdiiy ley
the 276 chapters of the soro- sorority's holiday
A Sunday afternoon pleasure with administration this seafund drive cause Davis to lose a lot of into the Peace Corps.
rity have agreed to participate was made
drive
turned
to
one
of
horwhich
big
was
votes,
a
Negro
son,
he said, "it is very apparat the request of
There are no passing or failror this week when the car ent that Dr. Wilson, who is a
Delta's three chapters in the factor in his re-election dur- ing marks on the Placement
in which five persons were very close friend to Head Footarea, more than 1700 arrests ing the 1962 election.
Test. The scores are used, along
riding struck another vehicle, ball Coach John A. Merritt,
of adults, junior and senior Kilpatr ic k, appointed to with other criteria, to aid in sa.
then slammed into a tree and will be brought to Tennessee
high school and college stu- Davis' staff in December 1960, the selection process.
left one dead and five serious- State campus to complete the
dents have been made. Bonds said he was dismissed because
Training will begin this
ly
injured.
original deal which enticed
up to $6000, have been de- of his political activities dur- summer to help fin requests
During a television press of desegregation, locally."
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Eddins, Merritt to resign his head footmanded ot student demonstra- ing the last city election. Kil- for more than 6,000 Voluntors by the local courts and patrick said Davis asked him teers to serve in 46 countries conference on last Sunday, Acting Mayor Armour said, 25, of 256 Rocky Point rd. was ball coaching position at Jackmany have been held without to take a leave from his staff around the globe—in Africa, Acting Mayor Claude Armour "I think that Mr. Bosworth killed after the car driven by on State College to accept his
agreed with the NAACP that should go ahead and answer her husband, Charles H. Ed- job at Tennessee State for the
until after the city election, Asia and Latin America.
bond.
Hugh H. Bosworth, a real these questions. It is important dins, 27. was involved in the 1963 season.
To take the Placement Test
The organiz:: km's social ae- but he refused. The request
estate man slated for the post that the public should know collision.
Coach Hunter went on to extion committee in Orangeburg, was first made last July and applicants must be American
of president of the Board of an appointee's position."
Eddins and Otha Crawford, plain: "I a3surne that if the
citizens at least 18 years of
in a report to the sorority again in October.
Education,
should
answer
quesThe
City
Commission
had
27,
of Cordova, who were basketball team had a losing
about "our town," said it was Kilpatrick said that Davis age. There is no upper age
tions regarding his stand on already agreed to appoint passenger in the ear, are in record instead
of a winning
"a stronghold for all right- told him that since he was not limit. Married couples may apschool
segregation
before
he
Bosworth
succeedto
the
post
John
Gaston hospital, where record, Wilson would It•v e
part
ply if they have no dependents
wing causes. Billboards, paid going to take an active
is
formally
named
to
the
post.
ing
William
D.
Galbreath,
anthey
are
listed
in
didn't
critical
he
election
conbeen hired as basketball coach
under 18. A college education
advertisements and automobile in the city
The Memphis branch of the other real estate man.
dition.
at Tennessee State for the 1963stickers promoting t h e im- think any of his staff members is not a requirement if an NAACP last Friday sent
a
In
the
letter
signed
Also
by
Jesse
hospitalized
in
serious
to
reported
is
Davis
should.
64 season."
applicant can offer a certain
DR. OFRALDINE P. WOODS peachment ci Chief Justice
letter to then Mayor-elect H. Turner, president of the condition with head and chest
National President
Earl Warren exemplify the at- have said the only thing he skill or experience. Liberal arts William B.
Futhermore, "it has been
Ingram
and
the
local
NAACP
branch,
Mayorinjuries
were
Floyd
Eddins,
M.
22,
Sheriff
a
sign
was
to
did
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
college graduates with no spetitude of the white community.
city commissioners requesting elect Ingram was told, "The of 3483 Covngton pl., brother stated that Wilson had been
for
run
petition
Hinds
to
A.
cial "skills" are often used as
Furthermore callous w hite
"a thorough and extensive in- public has a right to know and of the driver, and Paulette promised the basketball positeachers and community deIn an unique "Delta Christ- high school students cheered mayor.
vestigation of Mr. Bosworth Mr. Bosworth has an obliga- Jones, 14, of 3267 Old Browns- tion "possibly within one year"
elecbefore
the
days
few
"A
velopment
workers.
after Merritt was hired."
mas Party" in the rural South the assassination of President
and his views in four areas.
tion to state, prior to his nom- ville rd.
local
secreDavis'
Cong:
tion
Hunter said "I feel that I
Kennedy. Although OrangeCarolina town.
They included "the Supreme ination, his position on the
The
Eddins'
car
hit
one
that
drivsaid
and
called
me
tary
burg really is not 'our' town
Court decision outlawing ra- racial segregation problem, the en by T. B. Miller, 40. of 3283 would have been replaced after
The presentation of the
advised
had
congressman
the
at this point, we do 'have a
cial segregation in public solution on which depends the Old Brownsville rd. a n d last year's season but my 28-7
sorority's Christmas contribu- dream.'
Hence, we have inten- her to tell me that I had been
schools, the local district racial goodwill of the com- traveled 56 feet before it won-lost record prevented it,
tion to the Orangeburg Moveand
staff,
his
trom
dropped
It was illogical to assume that
our
sified
efforts. Our seleccourt's
decision on school seg- munity."
crashed into a tree.
ment's bail bond fund was
the team which was loaded
tive; we have filed a request payroll ;because of my activiregation,
the
status
of
Bosworth
desegrehad
declined
to
Mrs. Eddins became the 35th
made at a public rally at the for
the transfer of 14 high ties in the city election," said
gation of our local school sys- give his views on school de- traffic victim for Shelby Coun- with juniors, and posted the
Trinity Methodist church ,in
.800 percent winning record it
school students to Orangeburg Kilpatrick.
tem
and
the
future
segregation.
progress
Orangeburg, Dec. 22. The date
ty
for 1963.
did for 1962-63 would do any
High School (white); and the "I requested of her to tell
marked the end of the official
release
a
less as seniors while playing
results of vo ter registration the congressman to
period of mourning for the
or
effect
that.
practically the same schedule.
campaigns have been most news story to
DETROIT, Mich. -- The 7
late President John F. KenI would. Since that time I have
It was logical to me after readpromising."
Marvin Gaye Revue will go to
nedy who in January of this
nor
has
him
from
heard
not
ing the March 30, 1963 edition
This year's "Delta ChristJackson, Miss., on Jan. 11 to.
year was the principal speakof the Pittsburgh Courier that
mas Party" marks the seventh he released a story to my appear at a special benefit:
er of Delta Sigma Theta's 50th
Kilpatrick.
said
knowledge,"
the only way Wilson could be
consecutive year the members
anniversary , celebration
he told performance in memory of the
Kilpatrick said
in of the sorority have made the
promised a job a year in adWashington,
the late Medgar Evers. The stars,
accepting
before
Davis,
vance is because it was asholiday. season a meaningful
Mrs. Marietta Cephas of opportunity
only all Motown recording artists
so
would
do
that
he
job,
sumed
that the team would
for public service.
Petersburg, Virg., regional dibe will be donating their services
not be composed of the players
Beginning in 1957, when their if it were 'agreed that he
to raise money for the Jackson,
-dor of the organization,
activities.
his
on
carry
free
to
who
were
most responsible for
Christmas party raised funds
Miss. chapter of the 'NAACP.
•
said.
the winning season of 1962-63.
for the first nine students who "It was agreed," he
Headlining the show is Mar"It was no secret that my
desegregated the Little Rock,
vin Gaye, one of the company's
coaching position at Tennessee
Ark., schools, t h e combined
hottest male attractions and a
which had been in jeopardy
sorority yuletide gift has been
singer whose tecords consistsince Coach John McLendon
used for a maternity wing in
ently make the best-selling
left, was first-hand public inthe Chania Medical Center in
charts. His current hit recordformation now, and that if I
Kerria; for school children in
ing is "Can I Get A Witness."
were wise, I would seek a
Prince Edward County, Va.,
Completing the prize entercoaching position elsewhere.
New Orleans, La., and Jackt tinment package will be the
I did, but I was unsuccessful
son, Miss. Last year, the
Marvelettes, for attractive and
in securing the one I wanted."
Christmas gift was a contribu- HERNANDO, Miss. — More
Hunter resigned his job in
NEW YORK N. Y. = When tion to the voter registration than 1,000 persons were served talented young ladies; and
Kim W est o n, rising young
October, but he was rehired
tile NAACP Freedom Fellow- fund in Albany, Georgia.
dinnet when the Baptist In- singer, Music for the show will
almost immediately. Among
ship Dinner is held here Sundustrial College held its Fel- be supplied by Joe Jones and
reasons he gave for resigning
day, Jan. 5, ()sale Davis, celelowship Program on the col- his band.
was that he wasNnot receiving
brated star of stage, film and
lege campus Dec. 21. Fruit and
show
Arrangements
for
the
the cooperation he needed, his
television, is expected to be a
DAGENHAM, England"— tops were given to the guests. were
Charles
made
Evers,
by
; basketball players were denied
featured guest.
(mg) — Bookie Mark Lane The featured morning adsome of the privileges accorded
Davis is expected to present Lent $201,600 to the Dagenham dress was deivered by Rev. field secretary of the NAACP
and
brother
later
Medof
the
football players; and he was
an original skit, dramatizing Town Council, with the com- J. E. Clar k, pastor of Oak
through
gar
Evers
Berry
Gordy,
"on shaky ground."
one or more of the outstanding ment, "This is one of the safest Grove Baptist Church of MemJr.,
President
Recof
Motown
NAACP activities during 1963. bets of my life."
phis. The afternoon speaker ord Corporation.
The dinner precedes the an
was Rev. Ervin Brown of here.
Youngsters at TobeY Children'. 11".11dtal
tan, to the einh and Mrs. imiephine Reich,
ual meeting which has been
Mrs. W. P. Clay was guest solowere visited by the Mallory Knights during
look on. This is the 11th anniversary of
set for Monday, Jan. 6. Triist and choral music was by
Metcalfe,- alderman
Ralph
the Christmas holiday. Above are Harry
butes will be paid to NAACP Jesse Owens won the broad Oak Grove Choir and Union BLACKPOOL, England—
the club. About 75 baskets of food were
rf Chicago's third ward, was.
leaders throughout the coun- jump championship at the 11th Hill Baptist Church Choir.
Strong, with a box of candy. fruit and
distributed to needy families by the club,
(UPI) — Blackpool bus driver
second runner on the victor-Itry who have contributed to Olympiad in Berlin in August. The program was under the David Moore was fired because
toy*, and Let Cunningham with candy.
Mrs. Alonxia Johnson, president of ('Iub 24
OUs U. S. relay learn during
the successes of the NAACP 1936, with a leap ol 26 feet 5 leadership of Rev. Charles W. he took his empty oouble-deekgiving to the tots. while Mrs. Jackie Mcwas praised for her contributions to the
the llth Olympiad in Berlin in
during 1963, at the dinner.
21-64 'itches
Guy, president of the college. er bus home for his tea ,1reak.
Kay, left. Mrs. Minnie M. Wright, 'erreNub.
August. 1936

'On Shaky
Ground'
Says Hunter

Father Of Five Dies
On Date With Woman

Kilpatrick
'Dropped'
Christmas Fund Used To By Davis
Free Jailed Students

S

Woman Killed,
Five Hurt On
Pleasure Drive

Bosworth Should Air Views On
Desegregation Agrees Armour

Benefit Show
For NAACP In
Memory of Evers

ll

Ossie Davis To
Present Skit At
NAACP Dinner

1,000 Attend
Program And
Dinner

Bookie Lends To City

S

Know Your Negro History

Those Sissy Britishers

Know Your Negro History
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James Meredith Picks
Nigerian University

What's Your Postal I. Q.?
FL1m51' F'AcKA&I N6, 15 A
AstAJOR1 CAUSE OF
PARCEL 1:2AmAC,E„

‘/4
NO

L1

TRUE.—Every effort is made to avoid damage to mail
while it is in the custody of the post office, but one of the
major causes of damage that does occur is from inadequatelypackaged cartons collapsing under the weight of other mail.
Observing these tips may assure the arrival of your-parcels
at their destination in good condition:
—Select strong boxes or cartons of corrugated or solid
fiberboard, or kraftboard. Suit boxes or shoe boxes do
not provide adequate protection.
—Use sufficient cushioning material to protect contents
from outside impact.
—Place complete address on one side of parcel only—as an
added protection, enclose a duplicate addressed label inside of the parcel.
—Obtain a free copy of the POD Pamphlet entitled,"How
to Pack and Wrap Parcels for Mailing" from your Career
Postmaster.

i New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
I TO

Street Address

Zone Na

City

State

few

NOTICE

• WASHINGTON — (UPI) — effort to achieve home rule.
•••
James Meredith, the first Negro to graduate fromthe UniP.sked whether he was a
versity of Mississippi, an- Democrat or Republican. Merenounced that he plans to enroll dith replied that he believed
at Ibadan University in Nigeria in the two party system and
next fall,
planned to work within the
Meredith said he will work organizational structure of one
toward an advanced degree in of the parties. Hs also said Ise
some phase of international was no contact with Republipolitics or social studies.
cans and only knows a few.
•••
Meredith said he has speak- W. L. Cook, manager of the
Now a resident of Washing- ing engagements which will Durham district of North
D. C.. Meredith said he plans 'keep him busy almost• to the Carolina
Mutual Life Insurance
to leave in April for a trip to time when
he leaves for
'
Company has been promoted
Europe, the Middle East and Europe.
director,
Africa. He called it a personal
He said he has dropped plans to assistant agency
educational trip, but added that to devote his full energies to effective Jan. 1. He will succeed
GOOD CATS WIN, BAD CATS LOSE
it was possible he might speak the James Meredith Educe- Abner E. Lee who retires Dec.
Two South Boston men (right) are being
with armed robbery and held for arraignin several Places.
tional Fund because he has 31, announces A. T. Spaulding.
held at gunpoint after their apprehension
ment in Roxbury District Court. Police ofMeredith also said he has concluded in the last four president of the company. Coo
following a $120 tinned holdup of a Back
decided to become active po- months that providing educa- began with the company in
ficers are (from left to right): Robert Cunlaically in Washington with tions for the underprivileged
Bay pharmacy. James Mullen, 21, and his
ningham; Joseph Malaita and John En1933 in Raleigh.
emphasis on registration and is a task the government must
cousin William Mullen, 24, were charged
right. (UPI Telephoto)
voting drives and the capital's handle.
ithe situation to learn if there -------- - lis any prohibition the city may
invoke against the minstrels."
Smith, Branche, officials of
the National Association for
NEW YORK — The United
the Advancement of Colored
Press International small colPeople, ministers and other
lege basketball ratings with
Negro leaders met with offirst-place votes and won-lost
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — er Robert Crawford and parade ficials of the Columbia BroadSpokesmen for two iVi: rights director, Magistrate Elias My- casting System, which plans to
records.
TEAMS
groups vowed to
use our ers, had banned use of black- televise the parade nationally.
bodies" to block the 64th an- face by minstrels after receiv1. Evansville (22) (6-2)
A spokesman for CBS said
nual Mummers Parade on New ing some protests.
2. Grambling (4) (9-0)
the network declined to deYears day to protest black3. Western Carolina (4) (8-0)
mand that the parade coverage
faced minstrel marchers.
4. Pan American (1) (9-2)
But Crawford said he had be cancelled, but said black5. Wittenberg (4-2)
Louis Smith, presiden' of the not given up attempts to ban face marchers will not be
6. Fresno State (5-2)
Congress Of Racial Equality, black makeup. "I will 'review shown on camera.
7. Puget Sound (2) (9-0)
(CORE) said other CORE
8. Hofstra (1) (13-1)
chapters from Washington to
9. Pacific Lutheran (8-2)
New York were being asked
10. South Dakota State (4-4)
to come to Philadelphia to
Second 10 — 11, Washingto
help halt a "gross insult."
•••
of St. Louis 45; 12, Tennessee
State 36; 13 (tie), Southest
The threat was also voiced
Missouri nd Kentuacky Wesleby Stanley Branche, head of
Additional
contributions
yan (1) 33; 15, Emporia 21;
re- from city school teacher s,
the Committee For Freedom
ported last week pushed the brought in by George Clark,
18 (tie), Oglethorpe and AugsNow.
current United Negro College Jr.: $225 from Mutual Federal
burg 14; 18, Lamar Tech 13; 19
Smith said other groups, Fund campaign total to $12,- and
Tri-State Bank and em(tie), Southern Illinois, West1 which he did not identify, had 320.35, it was announced by P1Pyes of the two firms, reminister and Ohio Wesleyan
threatened violence if any of Melvin Conley, general chairported by Miss Johnnie Mae
12.
the marchers in the comic di- man of the drive.
Rodgers; an d contributions
Other teams receiving three
visions appear in burnt-cork
Another financial report from downtown business firms.
or more points — Rockh urst
or black grease paint makeup meeting is scheduled
for Fri- Several churches have con11; Northeastern and Indiana
Smith, however, said CORE day night of this week starttributed to the fund, including
State 10 each; Weber' State,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Spencer celebrated their golden an"cannot be responsible for any ing at 7:30 in the
Brownlee Columbus Baptist, Rev. and
Assumption (Mass.) 8 each;
violence which occurs" because Hall faculty lounge
niversary during a celebration held at Perry Hall of St.
on the Le- Mrs. S. A. Owen of MetropoliCarson Newman, Ball State,
"we will try with our bodies, Moyne College
Baptist
Brooks
St.,
church
Peter
Mrs.
was
on
Inez
Gill
campus.
tan Baptist, Centenary MethCentral Missouri, Central State
on-violently, to see that the
chairman of the celebration which included a reception
Last week's report included odist, Second Congregational,
of Ohio 7 each: Quincy 5;
parade does not go on."
at the church. The Spencers who were married Dec. 21,
$425 raised in the 'Miss UNCF' Mount Vernon Baptist and
Massachusetts,
Steubenville,
City Recreation Commission- contest, an additional
1913, reside at 1342 Doris Ave. (Photo by Ernest Withers)
$348 Progressive Baptist.
Lewis and Clark, Akron, Wagner 4 each; Nebraska Wesleyan, Youngstown 3 each.

UNCF Campaigners Reach
Half-Way Mark In Drive

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
___
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

DOUTHIT-CARROLL
PONTIAC CO.

1011 UNION AVENUE

FREE

OIL CHANGE AS LONG AS YOU OWN THE CAR

Warrantyt 90 DAY or 4,000 MILE WARRANTY!
PONT.

1962 SPT. COUPE Equipped
See too appreciate

2395

1962 BONNEVILLE. 4 Or H T ,
FACT. Air, P.B.S

2695

1962 CAT.. 4 Dr., HI., P.B.S.
Buy Air Now, Be Comfortable later .

PONT.

1960 BONNEVILLE Cony. Equipp.
Beautiful. You must see
1961 BONNEVILLE Equipped
Air. And every other extra
1960 T. BIRD

Equipped

1959 2 DR. NT., R.H. Autom.

FORD

1963% XL, Fastback Cony.
1961 Owner
1962 GAL.

CHEV.
PLY.

Owner, Cream puff
Cont.,R.H. Equip

1961 IMPALA Coupe, R.N. H.T .
The Car you need to see
1963 BELAIR

Equipped

2495

4 DR. R.H. W.W.T.

Chimp Kidney Patient Remains In Hospital

1495

ADVANCED
BUSINESS
COLLEGE

1695
2495

Electric Co,
Denies Bias

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TRAINING
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
NOW YOU CAN HAVE A SECURE
FUTURE WITH HIGHER PAY
BY TAKING ONE OF OUR
•

IBM
COURSES OR ONE OF OUR TYPING
AND SHORTHAND COURSES.
WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION ON ALL COURSES
OFFERED BY:

ADVANCED BUSINESS COLLEGE
1350 Madison Ave.

275-1108

FRANK'S
rum

CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

Special Incitation to Ladiex

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
495

327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

1011 Union Ave.
•

BR 5-1261
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— Big Days —7

Dyne

19
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Cent
R.H.
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WAYNE 4- taw
VaLINTOCKI
130 Ikil@i13DOIMagOITE1
TECHNICOLOR PANAVISION*
00.4WM.M.ATIM
THEATRE

Plus 2nd 'Thrill Hit!
HE HAD THE
POWER
TO SEE
THROUGH
CLOTHES...
FLESH...
*Rd WALLS!

195

195

Starts SAT. Jan. 4

The Wildest Showdown
The West Ever Saw I
JOHN
BIANIEEN

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
GIFT SIZES

which "occupy an essential
place in hospital wards" found
That adding phisohex to the
water, "delays
its unpleasant
decompsitwh
odor, pro'
,
longs the life of the blooms,
and obviates the necessity for
changing the wafer."
No toxic or other adverse
eject on the blooms was noted.
This is a brand new use for
phisohex in hospitals where
heretofore it had been confined to surgery and the nursery
to prevent bacterial infections.
Because phisohex is available at all drug stores, and the
method employed is so simple,
it can be adapted for home
and office use—and in florists' shops, all year around.
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Detergent Will Add Life To
Your Cut Flowers

MILWAUKEE, Wis. —(UPI)
—Discrimination charges made
against 50 businesses and inYou can enjoy your holiday
dustries by the American Jewyear
ish Committee were denied by flowers much longer this
the Wisconsin Electric. Power if you just add a few drops of
, Co.
phisohex, an antibacterial skin
A. M. Sonnabend, Boston, cleanser, to the vase water.
president of the committee, acIt will delay the wilting
cused the electric firm of disand the unpleasant
process,
criminating against Jews and
other minorities in selection odor that accompanies it, and
makes daily changing of the
of executives.
The electric power company vase water unnecessary.
This helpful and timely sugwas "amazed and disturbed
by an accusation like this, gestion is offered jointly by
which simply is not true," a a British physician and registed nurse in a report pubspokesman said.
"Certainly no responsible lished in "Lancet," a well
local group has ever mad* known and respected medical
such a charge," said the journal.
Hugh Smellie, M.D., and Paspokesman.
mela Brincklow. S.R.N., concerned with the problem of
decomposition of cut flowers
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South Africa Bans
'South Pacific'

NEW ORLEANS --(UPI) — kospilal ini,leari of at home animal - to- humid: transplant ily after he developed a cold
Jefferson Davis, 44, a dock.. with his family because doc- patient. Tulane University sur- and the worst weather of winworker making medical history tors were worried about his geons saved his life by giving ter set in.
DURBAN, South Africa —
on a pair of borrowed chim- cold.
him the chimpanzee kidneys to He had hopes of getting perpanzee kidneys, remained in Doctors said he will have to replace his own disease-strick- mission to be with his family (UPI) — The South Africa
government has banned stagsatisfactory condition at Chari- stay in the hospital a few days en organs.
for New Years. Physicians ing of "South Pacific' because
ty Hospital. He had one com- more.
Medical Authorities in Den- slid no decision had been of the musical's •'pies for mixplaint, a lingering cold.
Doctors said he is more sus- ver announced the death of a made on the matter.
ing the races," Durlial imDavis, who had two Chimp ceptible to colds than the aver- 20-year-old man who received The big prablem, they expressario Des Morley said.
kidneys substituted for his own age person and they were tak- a transplant kidney from his plained, was drugs given DavMorley said the South Afriin an operation two months lig no chances.
mother. The unidentified San is to control his body normal can control board banned the
ago,' spent Christinds in the Davis was the first surviving Antonio, Tex., patient died of a rejection of foreign tissue also musical just before London proclot in the lung. His transplant lowered his resistance to every ducer GEbert Vernon was due
Surgery was performed Nov. 9. day infections like the common to fly to Durbin. la stage
doctors cancelled plans cold, or even pneumonia.
'South Pacific.'
YOU CAN TRAIN TODAY toDavis
allow him to go home for But without the drugs, his Vernon arrived in Durban
FOR BETTER PAY
Christmas dinner with his Cam- body would attack the trans- and will produce 'The Saund
planted kidney. Without the Of Music" instead. Morley
TOMORROW
kidneys he would die.
said.
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Dead Rats Help Win
Harlem Rent Strike
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NEW YORK — (UPI)
A fines and jail terms fur '.1string of dead rats brought vic- fending landlords, more and bet. WE ARE TOLD that one of ped" by in their short "cocktory to a group of Harlem ten- ter city housing inspections
the most elaborates affairs gjar- tail dresses."
ants who staged a rent strcke, and faster city action in taking
cen during the holidays was !he DR. JOHN EDWARD JORprotesting sub-standard living over and repairing neglected
Harlem House restaurant chain DAN has been made a member
conditions in their ghetto apart- buildings.
Christmas .Party. There was a of Memphis Society which aument buildings.
The rent strike now involves
long table loaded down with tomatically affilates him with
'an asortment,of delicious foods the Tennessee State Dental AsThe rats were brought to 58 buildings, according to Jesse
Gray, i.eader of the protest
plenty
and
the entrance of :yew York's
of Holidays Spirits sociation and the American
'of sundry brands and the wait- Dental Association. He is the
Civil Court by two dozen and director of the Community
resses were beautifully attired first Negro in Memphis, and
angry apartment dweller!, in Council on Housing. On a tele•—just like Vogue, Harper's or maybe the mid-South, to be
an attempt to dramatize vision program, he predicted
• a n y other fashion magazine admitted to the organization.
their fight against their land- the number of rent-strike build,models. The waitresses were His membership entitles him
lord. The rat-bearing con- ings would jump to 1,000 by
tingent, however, was stop. next month.
even very generous to the Har- to both the scientific and soper Brothers who did their cial privileges of the associaI ped at the courtroom's deur- Mray said the two buildings
way.
danc e-routine for entertain- tion. Congratulations Doc. Jorin which the 15 live have not
ment.
dan.
The court was hearing the had heat since Christmas. The
WE ARE ASHAMED of our
DOORS OF THE AVALON
Cases of 15 tenants who faced buildings are owned by the One
ak, poolroom have closed because city fathers for the lack of
eviction for non-payment of Can Realty Co. Other complaints are no hot water, bad
111 of three pre-Christmas brawls. leadership given during the
rent.
The court worked out a com- plumbing, dangerous wiring,.
Jackie you can't make it with big snow. The city almost came
to a standstill. Mitljons of dolpromise Monday, whereby the cracking walls and ceiling—and
that lock on the door!
tenants agreed to resume rent rats.
PEOPLE ARE WONDER- lars were lost because everypayments and the landlord will Tenant spokesmen pointed out
ING why the call for a "Doc- body became befuddled. Homeput the money in escrow, to be that they are willing and able
tor In The House" went un- owners didn't remove snow
held by the court, for repairs to pay rent. They hays been
heeded by a doctor attending a from the sidewalk directly in
on the landlord's tenements
paying it regularly to special
formal dance, given by a so- front of their doer. Many busiEarlier, the city indicated bank accounts and are ready
cial club immediately after ness firms did have the snow
COMPETITION
KEEN
that official help was on the to turn the funds over to the
Christmas Day. A male guest removed from in front of their
Keen competition was displayed by six-graders from nine
at their school were: Joanne Donaldson, Charles Brookins, way for the 850 Harlem ianti• city until the conditions they
suffered some sort of attack businesses.
schools
when
the
N.
J.
Ford
&
Sons
Funeral
Annette
Homes,
219
Burton,
Lenoiee
White.
Annette
Osborne,
Josephus
lies new refusing to pay their cite are improved, Gray said.
at the dance. Music was stop- WHILE DREAMS OF SUGJoubert at.. recently sponsored a Calendar Coloring ConBritton andd James Fryson. Schools participating were
rent as well as others 1,vii.g After the court hearing, tenped and the loud, clear call of ARPLUMS danced in the heads
test. Winner of the contest was a Geeter Elementary
ants planed to picket Mrs. Gam substandard housing.
Hamilton, Lincoln, fleeter elementary; Lakeview. Ford
"Is There A Doctor In The of his brothers, one youngster
School student, Jesse Williams above), son in Mr. and
Road, Walker Elementary, Weaver White's Chapel and
In a radio interview ("Let's ble's office to demand an enHouse?" was ignored by a doc- on William Arnold Road in
Mrs. Bell Williams. Ile was presented a $25 U.S. Savings
Find Out-) Mrs, Hortense Ga- forced rent cut to St a month
tor present. Finally the man White Station fought off the
Wisconsin. The finalists in the contest are abpvei lookbel, city rent and rehalnii`a• for all biuldings hit by the
w as rushed to the hospital. sand man so that he would be
Bond by N. J. Ford deft.). Runners-up received $5 of U.S.
ing over the prizing calendars.—i Photo by Ernest Withers)
lion administrator, refused to rent strike, he added.
Wonder why the doctor didn't certain to hear the patter of
Savings stamps. Among runners-up who were Judged best
reindeer hooves on his roof,
elaborate on steps being c'arir
Mrs. Gabel said that the
respond?
during the night before Christned by the city. But!she did mere threat of rent reduction
Y 0 U CANNOT STRETCH
mas, and not having heard
annoue,ean
expected
aay
she
orders
by the city had brought
GASOLINE. Honey Boy Thomthem by 5:30 a. m. Christmas
nicht on the measures soon results from landlords of 13,as of DIA learned this lesson he
got op and looked in the
from Mayor Robert F'. Wagner. 500 out of 22,000 referred to
the hard way. He and J. B. living
room. Sure enough, there
Moves the city would oirke her department, for housing
Brooks went to spin records at wasn't
a toy to be seen anyinclude demands for higher violations.
a sock-hop in Houston, Miss., where.
Disgusted, he said "You In today's highly competi- Air Force itself is a highly reFriday night before last. Enmean Santa Claus hasn't come tive labor market, many young warding career and remain
route back to Memphis, Brooks lyet?"
He went back to bed, but women are facing a problem with it.
reminded Thomas that his -as not to
sleep. On Christmas Day now that they have completed Those young women interestsupply was low. But Thomas he
told his mother that he had 'high school.
ed in what the Air Force might
drove on madly in the night.
watched a television program
Many of these girls are not do for them should contact one
Just before Thomas was leav- a few
days earlier, and the planning to get married im- of the following recruiting ofing Como, Miss., Brooks retopic discussed was: "At What mediately, and some do not ices: Room 38, Federal Office MADISON, Wisc.—An equal the provisions of the o r d
minded him again about the Age
Should A Child Be Told have enough money to enter Building, 167 N. Main, Phone opportunity ordinance prohib- nonce.
TRENTON, N. J. — (UPI) — Negro couple was asked for
/ow supply of gas and warned There
iting racial discrimination in
Is No Santa Claus?"
college or business school.
534-3551, or 3751-C
thern, pubic accommodations, housing The proposed ordinance had The state Division of Civil a higher
that it was the last place gas
down payment than
been
bottled
up
in
the
City
For the young woman who Phone 323-5701.
could be purchased that hour
and employment has been ap- Attorney's office for 18 months Rights set Jan. 14 for a hear- white persons on a house in a
does not posses a particular
of the night, until they reactiproved by the Madison City before an intensive drive orskill, jobs which are open to
ed Memphis. But Thomas drove
Council by a one-vote margin. ganized by Marshall H. Colston, ing on a Negro couple's. com- new housing development; and
her do not pay enough, beon madly into the night. Fifteen '
The NAACP-sponsored legis- local branch president, dis- plaint of racial discrimination in East Orange where a Negro
cause she does not have the
miles to Whitehaven befwv ,
lation we:, enacted on Dec. 13 lodged it. Colston mobilized against a Morris County apart- attempted to rent an apartment
but was refused.
necessary training or experithey could obtain gas.
+—
as the climax of an intensive, support f o r passage of the ment development.
ence.
A field investigation by the
drive by the Association's measure from every organized
AT LONG LAST somebody'
hearing originally was division confirmed
The
branch here.
the cornFor the hundreds of young
has mustered up enough nerve
.
group in the city except one — scheduled Dec. 8, but a' as post. and meetings
plants as vt
women now facing this probto enforce correct attire
The dramatic Hollywood- the Board of Realtors.
poned when reprosentatives of between the
ties resulted in
lem, the local U. S. Air Force The annual election of the style vote followed two full
formal affairs. AKA's drew the
At one point, the Realtors
"strict line" during their "Win- HOLLY SellING, Miss.— A Recruiting Office has come up 48th Ward Civic Club is sched- sessions of heated debate durthe apartment s, Colonial agreements by the owners and
spent
$3,500
for
ads
in
both
uled to be held Friday, Jan. 3 ing which Mayor Henry Reyter In Wondedand" holiday sophomore at It u St College, with a possible solution.
eights Inc., of Parsippany- managers to remedy the siteadailies attacking the need fo
ball in the meszarine ballroom Obie McClinton, has just had The women in the Air Force at 8 p.m. at Hamilton school, nolds made a strong plea for
Troy
Hills filed action before lions.
such
an
ordinance,
while
of City Auditorium. About 50 another recording released by (WAF) is currently in need of during a regular meeting. Of- passage of the measure before
Superior
Court Judge Thomas Confirming — up investiganewspapers
were
giving
strong
men were refussed admission the Goldway Recording Com- high school graduates between ficiating at the election will he was called upon to break
editorial support in defense of J. Stanton. They challenged tions will be carried out, it
to the ball because they were pany of Memphis, Tenn. Title the ages of 18 and 27. Appli- be James T. Walker.
an 11-11 deadlock.
the measure.
the constitutionality of the state said.
not attired "correctly" despite of the recording is "The Day cants must be single, in ex- Frank R. Kilpatrick is presi- Provision of the new
ordi- In 1961, the State Assembly aw barring discrimination in
Follow- p investigations will
("the fact the invitation said The World Cried." It is in cellent health and of good dent of the club.
nance make it illegal for any- killed bills to ban discriminasing. A decision is pending. be made by the division to see
"formal." A few women "slip- tribute to the late President moral character. In addition
one to discriminalh.for reasons tion in sale, rentalSor lease of Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Harris that the agreements are being
they must be able to pass a
John F. Kennedy.
of color, race, creed or nation- private housing and to expand of Newark made the
complaint carried out, it said.
"CV B o e" as McClinton is written entrance evamination.
al origin under penalty of a the powers of the Governor's to the division chat
iiing they
known professionally, is a TOP FLIGHT TRAINING
to
$500
fine. The measure Commission
$25
Human were denied the riglit to rent
on
comic and popular singer. His Upon enlistment, WAF will
also sets up a new Mayor's Rights. A state anti-discrimnaan apartment in the developprevious recording is "Trading receive top fli,zht technical
committee to handle com- tion law in public accommodament.
Stamps."
training in one of the innumplaints.
tions has been on the books
A resident of Memphis, Mc- erable Air Force career fields
Except for one amendment since 1895; one for public The civil rights division also
Clinton, attended Hamilton now open to them. Almost 80
announced four cases of racial
to the section on housing, the
High School, and sang with per cent of the total number The regular monthly meet- ordinance was passed as recom- housing since 1950; and a discrimination against Negroes HOUSTON
— (UPI) — If
weak
one
for
fair
employment
LeMoyne
local
ing
of
the
the WDIA Teen Town Singers. of Air Force jobs can be and
mended by an NAACP com- since 1945.
were closed in the last ten both Negro and white churches
college's
General
Club
of
the
1
are performed by women as
PHONE
mittee headed by Atty. Lloyd
PHONE
were "on the job," there would
Alumni Association will be Barbee, president of the Wis- Another sidelight to be not- days in favor of the complainmen.
323•
323be no need for the National
ed
in
the
Madison
situation
is
Sunday,
Jan.
5,
held
startthis
Know
Your
Negro
History
ants.
Even in today's highly comconsin State Conference of that the NAACP branch is
267?
Association for the Advactiee201
75
petitive labor market, former ing at 5 p.m. in the Brownlee Branches.
percent white. The Negro The cases concerned a motel ment of Colored People, the
A Negro inventor, Elijah Mc. WAF find that their Air Force Hall faculty lounge.
The housing section of the
Rev. Fred L. Shuttlesworth of
Coy, of Detroit, Was granted skill and exi-yerience is .of im- Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, presi- new law bans discrimination population is only 1,489 out of in the Virildwood area, where Cincinnati
told a civil rights
a total of 124,318.
a Negro vocotioner was de.
57 patents, most of them relat- measureable be
when dent of the club, said mem- in sale, rental or lease of prirally.
ing to luericating appliances seeking employment.
a Negro vacationer was de• Shuttlesworth,
bers will hear plans for the vate housing. The amendment
whose home
for engines.
Many more discover that the annual LeMoyne Alumni Day excluded houses of four units Know Your Negro History mer: a trailer camp in Monwas bombed when he lived in
scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 9, or less where the owner lives George Washingtcln Carver, mouth County where a Negro Birmingham. Ala., predicted
from 4 to 6 p.m. Miss Eunice on the premises. If the owner famed industrial scientist, is Air Force officer was refused that the civil rights fight "is
Carruthers is general chair- does not live in the house, the aid to have been born a slave rental of a space for his trail- just warming up and will b•
man of the event.
absentee landlord is subject to and sold for a mule
er; in Union County where a hotter next year."
H, Hydra.

Adventure And Training Now
Await Girls In The Air Force

Hamilton Grad
R
ecords Song In
Tribute To JFK

48th Ward hib
To Elect Officers
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MC0RE BUS SERVICE

$395
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Dynollow

Hydra-

1958
Olds.
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$395

Beginning next Sunday new bus schedules
will go into effect. . 15,000 miles of Service will be added to give you the greatest
amount of fast convenient service in more
than seven years.
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Civil Rights Unit
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'Mayor Breaks Tie To
Pass Ordinance For
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Day On Feb. 9
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Ride in
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323-2671

PLEASE ASK YOUR OPERATOR FOR
We send greetings, not as
a custom, but with sincere
thanks for your friendship.
VICTORY FUNERAL HOME

.1. S. Edwards, Pres.
M. J. Edwards, Sect.
—
"ihree Locations
675 Morchalni•I — Memphis, Tenn. — Phone FA 3.206
Coldwater, Miss
Hernando, Miss. (Unriler Construction) West Po,k St.
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Say P.S. Protestant Chord! Membership Gains 'Very Slowly'

"And besides all this, be- of, God that we arc concerned
tween us and you a great, will we ever be able to move
chasm has been fixed, in or- igo a world where fellowship
der that those who would with the great souls of all ages
pass from here to you may will be residing. Lazarus moved
not be able, and none may from a world of confusion only
cross from there to us."
because he was able to bear his
Luke 16:26 cross and hold on to the faith
so it will be for all of us.
PLIGHT TODAY
The state that Divsksa finds A CHALLENGE
himself is a state verys'ffiuch The low estate of Lazarus
akin to the state many people was but a challenge for Dives.
find themselves today, Fixed The low state of those about
gulfs serve as medians where- us is nothing more than
conby we are unable to be as use- stant reminders that we should
ful to each other as we might use those God-given blessings
be.
that we have that others might
Lazarus historically repre- enjoy the real life for which
sents those who are the mis- they are designed .
fortunate not only of his day Not
only is it true that they
Being held by her grandmother Is the new daughter of
but every day. Dives dressed should
enjoy the fuller and
in purple, eating much every more
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Lofton, born at Crump Hospital Nov.
meaningful life but a
day, and daily passing up op- possibility
15, weighing 9% pounds, she was named Clara Marie.
is set up whereby
posMnities to help the less we too
She Is being held by her paternal grandmother, Mrs. Clara
might ascend to the
fortunate went about his way bosom of
Lofton of Alexander, La. Rev. Lofton is the father of a
Abraham. The 'Bosom
tthconcerned about what was of Abraham'
son. William, and another daughter, Mary. The newly
is no place for
going on about him.
selfish and unconcerned people.
arrived is the maternal granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Numbers of us find ourselves Those
people who like David
Tarrish Blount and the late T. R. Kennedy and Phillip
hi the same boat—we are daily Livingstone
, Wenfel 'Grenfel,
Lofton, She is the great-granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
blessed with the goodness of Mahalia
Jackson, Martin LuthErskine Grant, 1340 Airways Blvd.
dod but we never think in er
King, Jr., and countless otharms of being a blessing to ers whose
names will never
tisose about us. We have ap- dart history
books, are the ones
parently lost all consciousness who
will give to our world the
of the fact that God has blessed equilibriu
m—the spiritual equius that we might be a blessing. librium
that it needs so badPOSITIONS REVERSED
ly today. As we enter into a
Inevitably like Di v es we new
year each one of us should
come to a place of accountabili- concern
ourselves with doing WASHINGTON — (UPI) — cies, under the President's
ty. Like Dives we find our- all the
good we can as often President Johnson is actively prIding, are intensifying studselves dead and face-to-face as we
can to as many as we seeking new ways to handle ies of how to put
the idle to
with reality. In this pitiful can!
an old problem —chronic unstate we cry out for mercy.
work and cut into the backemployment.
Dives wakes to find himself
He hopes to have his ariceIrs log of unemployment.
in hell. From this state of
ready for the next Sessi n of T h e President is satisfied
kgistence he looks up and sees
Congress, perhaps in his
ate that the $11.1 billion tax cut
Lazarus. He recognizes him as
of the Union address. If of
bill, which he expects Conthe beggar who sat daily at
then, definitely before the seshis gate.
gress to pass early next year,
sion is over.
He recognizes now that as Four persons
were honored He has no intention of Coast- will be helpful. And so will
on earth they live in two dif- for "outstandi
ng work" during ing on the 1,ate President John the vocation and manpower
ferent worlds but the worlds an Appreciatio
n Banquet given F. Kennedlf's program, even trainin bills passed
by Conhave been•treversed. No longer at the Warren
Methodist though he supports it to the
efore adjournment. But
Lazarus hungry, ragged and Church, 1606 Kansas
St., re- fullest.
he
esn't see them as the
full of sores. The dogs no long- cently. Hororees
included Mr. And he will
not delay launch- final nswer.
er lick his wounds. He is a and Mrs. Will
Royal, Mrs. ing the "Johnson
Progra m"
well man now resting in the Minnie Echols and
lue to his idea came at a
Mrs. Jose- while, he awaits
a mandate of ness conference when he said
blasom of Abraham. His wor- phine Maclin.
his own from the people in that any kind of poverty will
ries are all over. But Dives is Tables for the turkey
dinner next year's election.
thirsty.
be "a very serious concern" to
was decorated in a Christmas
He cries out to the man motiff. Paying special
his administration.
tribute There had been speculation
whom he had neglected so o honorees were Mrs.
that he would "play it safe," Un
there is, the "Johnson
Edna
many days to dip his fingers in Brown, Miss Jackie
Brown and while finishing out Kennedy's Progra " will be kept under
the water and bring him just Mrs. T. J. Griffin,
wife of the term. But nothing could be cheek-r in at the White House.
a few drops that he might be pastor. Miss Sirmello
Exum further from the truth, acable to quench his thirst. He was chairman of the
cording to a person close to the
affair.
requested that he go back and
President.
tell his his brothers who are
He says it's just not in Johnnow living in the same state
son's nature to coast, nor does
to go back to earth and warn
the President think it would
his brothers Jtat unless they
be in the interest of the United
make drasti ch nges they too
States or the free world to
will coo this lace.
stand still until after the elecSUNNYVA
LE,
Calif.
— Two tion.'This is not onl a state for
Dives but it is thd state of all natives of Memphis, Term,, are He fells that the mandate
now
employed
at
the
-Lockheed
people who on earth do now
goes with the office and he is
dwell that unless they change Missiles and Space Company. prepared to use it.
They
are
J.
W.
Cleaves,
Jr.
their ways of life they too will
The Johnson Program is now
of San Jose; and H. L. Askby
come to the same niece.
in the making. Among other
of
Oakland.
SHARE BLESSINGS
things, administration agenThis parable of Jesus is just A major factor in defense
as meaningful today as it was and aerospace industries, Lockin his day. There are still heed manufacture includes the
people who think only in terms Polatis missile system and the
Agena satellite vehicle. The
of he
themselves and
Automobile., Furniture
their friends. Life for them is Agena is used in a variety of
Signal=
a matter of making life com- , space missions for the Air
Cars Or
nem Is a r•oson why !moat..
fortable for themselves and Force. It is usr‘i.: also in a numIlk,
to
do
busln•ss
with us. You,,
Used Cars
their friends. They think only in ber of NASA projects includtoo, will lik• our courteous treatment and desire to Wu you.
terms of their little circle of ing the Ranger moon probes,
"Opon Thursday and Friday,
Mends. The uninformed, the Mariner Venus bly-bys, and
FINANCING TO SUIT
Nights Until 7,00 P.M.
morally and spiritually ill, the the Gemini manned renezvousSaturdays 900 to 1:00
YOUR PURSE
indifferent, and the unco n- in-orbit programs.
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
cerned among us today give
Horne Owit•d - Home Operated
vital evidence that we too have
DIXIE
taken on the role of Dives.
FINANCE COMPANY
The tragic thing is that ,of- The City Ushers were ad"We Ilk, to soy y•s to your
times it costs so little to ad- dressed by Rev. J. L. Netters,
loon riieu•st"
minister to those about us. The pastor of Mt. Vernon Baptist
Examined end Sup•rvIsed by
th• Stat• Departrn•nt of
day has come when we must be church, during a program at WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
Insurance and Banking.
able to pour out portions of New Hope Baptist church, last
DEALERS
2 LOCATIONS
our blessings that others like Sunday afternoon.
THIRD
GAYOSO
&
us might be blessed,
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
JA 6-8871
Today we think of the gulfs. Know Your Negro History
152 Madison, JA 6-7611
betweenus and c stain seg- Ralph Metcalfe, alderman of
Chicago's third ward, was one
of four Negro athletes who won
sight of the needs o, others. places on the American team
Only to the extent that we are at the 10th Olympiad in Los
able to be directed by the Spirit Angeles in 1932. ,

Johlison Moves To Wipe Out Old
Bugaboo: Chronic Unemployment

Four Honored At
Church Dinner

Buy Your
1964

Membership in U.S. Protes- steadily. In the 1962 Yearbou
tant Churches continues to it was 40,241,650. In 1963,
grow. But the rate of increase, was down to 40,239,020. The
which- reached a phenomenal new figure is 40,098,624.
3.6 per cent annually in the , Yet, the number of children
United States has in(Special To The Defender)
As. the Defendea went to decade following World War in the
creased by several millions
to
off
slacked
a
now
has
II,
ATLANTA — Comedian and press, an explanation of the
during the same period.
freedom fighter Dick Gregory's statement was not available. mere 0.8 per cent.
appearance at three of the The famed night club come- At this rate. Protestant The 1984 Yearbook reported
Toddle House Restaurants here, dian, who is equally noted for Chur-hes are growing only half a total membership of 5,509.000
caused their premature clos- his efforts in the civil rights as fast as the U.S. population. In Jewish congregations, and
ing.
fight, left Chicago early Mon- which is increasing 1.8 per 3,00'.,751 members of Eastern
Orthodox Churches.
Gregory led a 30.member day morning to participate in cant yearly.
contingent of Student Non- the Atlanta sit-ins. When his And they are growing only Members of churches and
Violent Coordinating Commit- wife was. arrested, he also flew one-third as rapidly as the synagogues now represent 63.4
tee workers, bent on staging to the Southern center to attend Roman Catholic Church, which per cent of the total U.S. popu[alit demonstrations in the her trial.
showed a membership gain of lation. That is a shade below
restaurants.
At that time, James For. 2.3 per cent over the past year. the all-time high proportion of
More than a week ago, Greg- man, SNCC executive direc.
These statistics, which may 63.6 per cent reccrded in 19611
ory's wife, Lillian, was arrest- tor told the Defender that he prompt Protestants to do soma But, it vastly exceeds the
ed her participation , in one hoped Gregory "would re- sober thinking about the ade- figures fol• past generations
of the same restaurants. She spond," indicating that be quacy of their evangelism if. which modern Ameircans, mis
is in an Atlanta jail, awaiting wished the comedian to take torts are from the 1984 Year- takenly regard as having been
trial, in a higher court, after part in the demonstrations. book of American Churches, very pious and church-going
sit-in
She was bound over from a Po- The
demonstrations to be published Jan. 1 by the A century ago, only 18 per
lice hearing.
h:•ve caused the arrest of 20 National Council of Churches. cent of the Americans were
Gregory reportedly led the poisons. to date, including Mrs. The yearbook spotlights an- church members.
SNCC group to three Toddle Gregory, who is six months other trend which protestants
House restaurants and the pregnast. Mrs. Gregory was ar- will find disturbing. Total enmantgements of each of the rested with Prathia Hall and rollment in Protestant Sunday
Usher Board, 0•41KOnen.,
eating establishments closed Robtita Y,ncey, both 22year- Schools is declining, slowly but
Mother ef Much.
the doors and displayed "clos- old SNCC workers.
/
Nieves, Missionary,
ed.' signs.
It was reported that Miss can delegation at the nearby
Praise lend
When Gregory and the stu- Hail was a sNackholder in the Peachtree
NOM. Dewort, Cotton,
Manor Hotel.
dent group arrived at the chain the operates a lat.ceiPoplin, Kam 3 to 32
Later, a 17-member SNCC
Lena,Shod end ais Comes
fourth Toddle House site, the "side string of Toddle and group
arrived and staged a
state's Attorney was on the D.Obs Hosea Restau.ants.
Weis NI MIMS
restaurant sit-in. They were all
11110 OIKUILIATIOU
scene, the Defender learned.
According to reports, the arrested on a Georgia anti.
An Atlanta news source said riemonstrati-ns began when trespass law.
Lowest PrIses Available
the city manager of restaurant a SNCC is ember was refusMITE FOI Fitt CATALOG SY
According to Julian Bond, a
chain said: "All of the Toddle ed service when some of the
SNCC spokesman, the demon-, SPRINCER FASHION UNIFORMS
Houses were going out of busi- student body was entertain701 if St.,11.1.
WI Willteberi St., S.W.
strationg are scheduled to con- Wash
2,0.C. Manta 3, Georgia
ness."
ing a visiting four-man Am- tinue.
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'Living On Credit' Not
BUSINE
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.
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•
. The
Evil, Says Bank Expert
Other People's

HIRAM WALKER NAMES TWO

By A. L. FOSTER

F.xecutivis Director, Cosmopolitan Chamber et Commerce
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.000
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ion of
1960:
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going.
8 per
were

James Price
Promoted At
Peoples Gas

James D. Price, 94:10 S. CaleBy DOROTHEA 51. BROOKS without waiting to first ac- limes make the use of credit
met Ave., was promoted reSin Corner
cetnly to manager of the
NEW YORK --(UPI)— For cumulate the entire puiehase mandatory—in whatever form
I HAVE JUST finished reading "Sin Corner and Joe those of us who feel twinges of price are sound and are a form
Pershing Road Neighborhood
it can be obtained, and at
office, 54 E. Pershing Rd., of
Smith," by Joe Smith, the retired house painter who dared guilt when someone expounds of thrift, Johnson said.
whatever cost.
The People Gas Light and
cMunch a campaign ag•ornit vice and corruption and himself on the great American evil of
Almost 80 per cent of the
families
Coke Company.
,..ires °barged with a ser:nus crime which could have sent him "living on credit," there are $75 billion the American fam- However, for most
Price has been with Peoples
kind words from George, C. ily pays to service its debt, in- the use of credit is elective
!to the penitentiary for a prolonged stay. .
Gas for the past 28 years. He
" This batik seceild he'must" reading for all person en- Johnson, chairman of the cluding mortcages and other and must be decided upon the
was first employed as a janigaged in the tight to save neighborhoods from moral blight board of the Dime Savings installment debts, repays prin- basis of what is important to
tor. Since that time, he has
cipal and adds to the family's that individual family, its inBank of Brooklyn.
find make them decent for our boys and girls as well as for
been successively a meter
The banker's remarks were net worth. They have acurnthose adults who wait to live in peace. It should also be made appropos the current quired "productive personal dividual financial circu
reader, customer interviewer,
stances and outlook, rather
a principal clerk, an appliances
read by municipal and county judges, pastors of churches, hue and cry over use of real, capital," Johnson said.
than ally general rule, family
salesman and in June, 1960,
social woHare workers and businessmen, whose businesses estate credit for non-real esCertainly, emergencies some- money experts stress.
O. James Staas of Hiram Hiram Walker-Gooderham and was made assistant manager
are dying because a undesirable conditions which are forc- tate purposes—the mortgage
Walker-Gooderham and Worts Worts Limited announced the of the Pershing Road office.
ing resir:ents to shop in other areas that are at least partly borrowing of homeowners to ',11111011111111111111111111111111111111111tIlilianniiing11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111111111111U1111
Limited, was promoted to appointment of Comptroller
Active in civic affairs, Price
Aak free of postitutes, narcotics users and peddlers, winos, sex obtain cash for education bills,
comptroller. Staas replaced Thomas Snelham as new com- devoted considerable time and
Ipperverts aod pail bums who sometime crowd prespective medical expenses, home imeffort
to the 1962 Cancer Drive
Thomas Snelham who was ele- pany treasurer. Snelham has
provement, travel, etc.
Customers off of 'he sidewalks.
That such borrowing is on
vated to treasurer. Slims joined been with the company since and the 1963 drive for the
"Sin Corner aryr Jo,Smith" has two forewords. In one,
Boy Scouts of America.
the increase is indicated in
the company in 1961 as assist- 1946 and became assistant
He is e member of the
Alderman Leon M. Delpres writes: "Neither he (Smith) or figures which show 1960 home
ant comptroller. A Illinois Cer- comptroller In 1951. He was Windy City Golf Club and the
his neighbors wanted to live in the area surrounded by a spending about $18 billion
tifi-d Account, he graduated educated at Princeton Univer- Cosmopolitan Chamber of
strip of taverns which harbored gamblers and practicing and mortgage borrowing
from Northwestern University sity and Oxford, England.
I Commerce.
prostitutes. Under such circumstances, many people would around $19 bilion while in
I Price is married and he and
In 1949.
safer in rolence or MOVE away. Mr. Smith felt that he ought 1962 mortgage borrowing tohis wife have three children.
By Sherwood Ross
io do what ke. could to stimulate the law and the city gov- taled $9 billion more than the
ernmert to iinprovc living conditions . . . Mr. Smith took $17 billion for home spending..
Johnson's bank has been in
Chicago Urban League
Ills pebbkm to his Alderfnan (now Judge Sibney E. Jones)
home financing for over 100
... and the alderman was so impressed that"he took Smith years and he himself has been mimmtintonttilimint.mitunimminmutintintimm
imitimimmosimultomminummonumm
to see tha commissiouer of police to tell his story, and enlist actively engaged as a part of
the help of the police department.
this operation for more than
Outer Drive East, the ,world's Flame gas ranges. Gas-fired
"The, book," Alderman Despres continues in his fore- 46 years.
I argest aparfment building hot water heater: also have
word" "tells what hanpened after Mr. Smith enlisted the
While certainly not making
with 940 dwelling units, wel- been installed along with wash'help' of the police department. It illustrates the complex light of the necessity for prucomed its first tenants recent- ers and gas dryers in tenant
laundry rooms.
detwork
organized cemmercial crime and big city govern- dent borrowing within the
What pronuced the iacial than Swedc,, ii I a ns, Irish-, y.
The Kurxes, like many of
ment. It illustrates the lengths to which this network will limits of ability to repay and revolution of 1963?
riley are 1. an
is. airy
men
and
Jews.
go to probtable enterprise. It illustrates the cross ag active with ample allowance for the
F. Kurz, who decided to make their new neighbors. are still
conic
Where
from?
did
it
Our cities today, almost the move Iron) a North Shore adding last minute decorating
citizen so,Letimes has to bear. Most of all, it illustrates the unexpected, Johnson feels And will it continue?
strongly that the "average
without exception, are between I suburb into the 40-story build- touches that come with movbrillant success that can thiamtely crown the efforts of the
I
To
answer
this last question 80 and 95 percent segregated. ing, located on the lakefront ing into a new home.
American family is the best
*interested and active citizen."
first, it is virtually certain
judge of its ability to pay."
at 400 E. Randolph St.'
Getting settled in her kitThe Dime Bank's mortgage that the racalel revolution will Their condition has worsened
Little People
Although construction work chen was one of the that orddecade
in
the
despite
past
be
resumed
in
full
lending
force
next
experience
from 1935
JACK MABLEY, who was on the flimsiest testimony
in progress in many ers of business' for Mrs. Kurz.
of 1962 — the period during year as soon as the snows melt highly-publicized gains by Ne- is still
part: of the building. the "I'm more than pleased with
then writing for the Daily which anyone could see was which the
groes
in
employment.
(Chicago
maybe
and
before.
amortized
mortgage
'Corms and a number of other its compact design, and especiNews, says in his foreword entirely perjurious. It ends became popular—covers 149,The rising rivers of discon- is 02.6 per cent segregated, for tenants have moved into ally like the built-in gas oven
with a jury finding Smith in820 loans totaling over $1,635,- tent, which gave it birth, are instance).
"Joe Smith's story was the nocent
with another judge
With the housing plants 'of apartments already completed with its automatic 'program'
best thing that happened to Openly accusing the decent 000,000 and including over still 1st flood tide, and no
our central cities tattered by on the lower floors. The en- coo:sing controls," she said.
83,000 high ratio loans.
amount
of
wishful
sandbagtire building isn't scheduled
the little people of Chicago in citizens of being in the wrong
JAMES R. PRICE
In the 28 years, Johnson ging, however judicious. will generations of neglect; with for completion until next year. When finished, the top floor
a generation . . . Here was a and attempting to exonerate
of the building will house an
said, 78,042 of these mort- prevent an overflow of pop- the school plants and other
good citizen who decided to the police. I took the liberty
A central natural gas heat- observation deck and a gasgage loans were made in full ular sentiment against racism. services in decline; with the
Out Of Step
do something about a situa- of suggesting to the judge, in
middle-income
classes best ing and air conditioning sys- equipped restaurant seating 350
at
a
cost
of
Too
many
long-dormant
over
$333
rivmillion
BIRMINGHAM, England —
tion which was repulsive to a letter, that he owed the deoperation.
already
guests.
is
in
tem
able
to
hear
the
tax
burden
and the principal of the rest ulets and streams have sudhim . . . Joe Smith took on cent Negroes an apology. In
"safe" in the suburbs; with Tenants occupying the' build- Heating coils using water (UPI) — A British Televisioh
of
the
loans
denly
turned
into
were
a
raging
ortized
torCity Hall, with _ the Chicago his answer, he stated that he
the central cities denied home ing this Winter will be able warmed by gas will provide Network spokesman apolgized
to the tune of $419 mil 'on.
rents of discontent.
Police Department thrown in was held in high regard by
rule by rural-dominated leg- to regulate the temperature of year-round recreation from a to dancing instructor Harry Co,
There
are
rivers
of
guilt.
Of
the
high
ratio,
raster
for good measure. He almost Negroes. I doubted it.
islatures — oiii. cities are Ori each room in their apartments swimming pool and solarium hen for playing the soundtrack
African
nationalism,
urban
risk
loans,
Johnson
sil
d,
only
There is one interesting
ended up in prison. He did
thbir way down at a time from individual thermostats. now taking shape on the sev- of "Jealousy" while he danced
ac- blight, and automation all
not end up in prison because episode which is not related, 465 properles ad t
When warm weather arrives, enth-floor deck.
"The Royal Empress Tango"
sold at feeding the Negro revolution when Negroes now comprise
quired
and
thin
we
Possibly
because
Mr. Smith
he had the courage of his con15 to 55 percent of their pop- next year, they can control air
at this time.
Also located there will be on Television.
slightly
above
cost.
did
not
After
know
about
it.
victions, both figuratively and
ulations.
conditioning the same way.
banquet rooms and a gas- The diffeernt music—which
Take urban blight. The deliterally, and he found that Smiths first appeal to me, "Certainly this is sound
___As Mayor Richard J. Daley
All kitchens in the new equipped kitchen with a capa- was substituted when the oricline
of
our
central
cities,
one
of
the
owners
le
of
the
Clov'ng
people
the good
of Chicago
practice and qualifies
learned on the Fourth of July, building are equipped with city to serve more than 600 ginal soundtrack became mutiwould stand up and fight for er Club paid me a visit. He
comments on American from Newark to San Diego, is he could be booed after marchlated—made it appear that the
R C A Whirlpool Blanket-0- guests.
one of their number . . . One told—about- his genuine in- family credit," Johnson offer- hitting the Negro harder than ing at the head of a parade
dancers were out of step, Coany other group, especially in
man suceeded in cleaning up terest in the community, how ed.
for Negro rights. The Mayor
one of the filthiest and most he gave generously to Negro "The family that acquires a the North, where 98 per cent had made the mistake of
stathe said that once a bank is
notorious neighborherods ifi beggers for worthy causes. He good credit standing by rea- of 8,000,000 Negroes live lit ing that there are no ghettos
automated, "We are ready to
Chicago. He wasn't as strong said he knew about the fine son of good equity in its home our big towns.
in
Chicago.
The
physical housing
maximize our income by more
as Hercules, and he didn't work of the CC of C and felt and a good payment record is
A few minutes after t he
N roesinheritedwas
loan
_ intelligent handling
zhave a river to divert througli that his tavern should. be a entitled to use this borrowing whichN.
Mayor was obliged to sit down,
run
down
before
they took it
a n d investment portfolio in
the district. He just happened member. He wanted to know for any purpose it may
choose, over, in most cases, after gen- Sen. Paul H. Douglas, a longge
the light of keene
$250 fee would and the implications
to be right. He reaffirmed the if perhaps
in the
of immigrants made time champion of civil rights,
nd
faith of thousands of his fel- be accepted and when he statement 'real estate credit is *ratio
was cheered when he rose to
use
of
it,
and
left
for
outer
tterns."
low Chicagoans in the power thought hie -offer was going to being use for non-real estak‘
speak.
city
and
suburban
importance
housing.
stressed
the
He
be turned. +down, he hastily purposes' is redundant
of right."
There is a river of revolu- Banks now involved in the that banks have a "profit-pro- of recruiting highly
bunk," Unlike other irrirnig •
educated
As the story unfolds, expos- raised the *ate to $500. He told he declared.
(ion running through out big -cost saying" phase of auto- clueing" period to lock forward and
groups,
Negroes
can
change
Inecially trained technigraduate
of the
ing the conspiracy between me he war a
cities.
Nothing
has
happened minion should begin to concenThe methods used by pres- their names but not their
ael personnel.
the captain of the district, University of -Illinois. When
to. "For our induitry is rightl cal
are assuming the reigns of
members of the vice squad, he learned That I lived in Glen- ent day families to purchase color. Access to housing op- government and the direction trate on "profit-producing," a now in the grip of a very seribank president advised memoutside the ghetto
and narcotic-using confessed coe, he offered to drop by any the things which make life
of nations.
ank- ous 'profit squeeze' — and one
prostitutes, one gets a picture evening to drive me home fuller, pleasanter and healthier is far more difficult for them
They have catapulted to libnegrs As
nin the that promises an even tighter
ofsoctibaetioA
nm:trtigd
in
also
theie
lives
since
he
which
depth
to
sordid
of the
prestige positions in the UN National Automation Co1 1
grip in the years to come."
We pick up oily flay o, I
they had sunk. We see a judge a swanky and "exclusive' I
overnight. Their success story ence convening in Chica o.
Mayer broke down ."profitholding five preliminary hear- community, I didn't throw hirteljapanese
unwonted animals
hasienro
ictan
beN
eneglrooe
stson
. 20,000,000
John A. Mayer
'
,-"pis-iden
ings and, finally, bounding out of my office. I should'have.
producing" into two areas —
Animal We!ime League
the Mellon National Bank and
Smith over to the grand jury I did order him out,
These are some of the rising Trust Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa., said scientific management and new
Call NOrmal 7-0089
1
Little Sin Corners
currents which produced the work volume in banks is ris- services. Turning to the first,
flood tide of protest in 1963. ing at a sharp pace and costs
THEN, AN OFFICIAL of the bartenders union pointed
A secona river is that of are mounting in proportion.
out that :cveral colored men would be throwit out of' work
Have
been course, a toy or a real carcass automation,
you ever
chipping away 40,- "Automation was looked to
If the Clover Club was closed'. Well, after our discussion plagued by a Japanese motar of an °ruiners,
. field mouse 000 jobs a week,
inflicting its as the gi eat leveler — a means
he agreed that the decency of an entire community was more mice, those spesky oriental brought into the house in his heaviest
hammer-blows upon to handle increased work loads
mportant than the jobs of several men and women.
rodents who prove so expen- pocket.
the unskilled and semi-skilled without proportionate
cost in- I
•
•
"You're got mortar mice," workers.
"Sin Corner" at 63rd and Cottage Grove,is no more, or sive to exterminate?
creases," he said.
Irate homeowners who have he' declares. "Here's one I
at least it isn't what it mice was. But there are still too many
Three out o!. every four NeMaking the distinction bed Stops Attacks in
little "sin corners," like farther east on 63rd, on 43rd and been taken for sizable chunks found. You need a complete groes still fall into this class.
Minutes ... Relief Lasts for Hours I
chimney repair job."
Add to . urban blight the tween "cost saving" and pro- /Yew York,IC 1'. Operlai1—The asthma —in tin, tablets called Primate/tea.
on 47th. Untii all of them are cleaned out, there is a big of their bank accounts have
fit-producing,"
"the
Mayer
said
formula prescribed more than any These Primaten• Tablets apes
Almost any housewife will problem of
unemployment former acts on the expense other by doctors for their private
job for all decent citizens and an honest police department. written scores of complaints give
bronchial tubes, loosen congestion,
him the go-ahead to ex- striking one out of
o the Chicago Better Susi;
six male side of the ledger, while the patients is now available to asthma relieve taut nervous tension.
•
Despite a sericus brain operation several ears ago, I.
All
sufferers Without prescription.
ness Bureau — and the blame terminate the mice. She is also Negroes in the prime work
without
painful injections.
al Casket does not always fall on the easy prey about that time for
W. Brown founder and president of the Conti
latter acts on the income side."
Medical
tests
proved this formula
years; mix in more than 800,The
secret is—Primatene combines
He said he felt it fortunate stops asthma attacks in minutes and 8
Company, one of th.t largest such Manufacturing fir
a chimney repair contract at 000 unemployed
mice.
medicines (in full prescription
gives hours of freedom from recurand out of
ad and operated by Negroes in America, continue
be
rence of painful asthma spasms. strength) found molt effective ia
There is'one small hitch to an ex,horbitant price.
school U. S. teenage drop-outs,
This formula is so effective that combination for asthma distress.
An 87-year-old widow was many of
an active and useful citizen. For years he was a valuable this scheme. Motar mice, either
them Negro, and you MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE It is the physician's leading
asthma Each performs a epecial purpose.
member of the Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce, starting Japanese or domestic, do not induced to sign such a con- have a recipe for urba'n dis- Tok• New
prescription-40
safe when used as
So look forward to sleep at night.
RUNTOREX And Enloy directed
that now it can be sold — and freedom from asthma spasms.
when that great interracial business organization was the exist except in the imagina- tract. The racketeer demanded content.
Life.
A
dietary
preparation RUM. without prescription in most stataa Pritnittine 911*, at any
after
work.
one
$511,
hour's
drugstore,
Then reckon with the pop- TO REX takes up "here aaaaa•
Chicago Negro Chmber. He served as treasurer for more tions of slick con men. They She under the impression
the
IF A PHYSICIANS FORthan two decades. Fhe Chamber extends to his business are part of a warm-weather bill would he about $30. Her ulation explosion. . .
Still another river cresting MULA. Only $5.00 for a 2-week
racket aimed at housewives,
associates *rid bereaved family, our sympathy. ,
elderly persons or widows failing eyesight had prevented in our time is that of guilt: Supply. Money-back If not setlscontract
the
from
reading
her
Continued Progress
the guilt of white Americans fled after 3 bottles. Send COD,
living alone. Here's how it
she sighed.
k or Money Order Now.
over their contributions, by Cho,
T 11 E ILLINOIS STATE the United States Department works.
.! Another widow paid $115
A se-called -"chimney in. for 20 minutes work. All the omission or commission, to the THE RUMTOREX CO.
Chamber of Comnierce reports of Health, Education and Wel239 E. 115th St., Bea 17
subjugation of the Negro peocontinued progress in per- fare. His brother this writer's specter" will ring the bell and repair man did was "tear off
ple.
checking the neigh- and replace six bricks."
New York
he
is
state
older
son,
Albon
L.'
dropped
join
in
to
members
suading its
borhood for Japanese mortar
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A Year To Remember
The old year has run its
course, and in many respects it
has outdistanced, in terms of
world-shaking events, all the
previous years in recent memory.
President Kennedy's report to
Congress, in January, on the
state of the nation, on the whole
held great hopes for the future.
If the American dream was to
become an appreciable reality,
he pointed out in his customary
soaring prose, much remained
yet to be done for its fulfillment.
New frontiers of opportunity
were being opened, new channels of thought were being dug
to ease domestic anxieties and
international misgivings.
The premise for the realization of this program rested on
the character of the leadership
that America was willing and
able to supply and support.
It cannot be doubted but that
Mr. Kennedy had met the test.
Under the dictum, "we should
never fear to negotiate," which
was one of the high points of his
3naugural address, the icicles of
the cold war that had blocked
the high road to understanding
had begun to melt.
Though Mr. Kennedy had met
every Crisis in America's rela-

tion with Russia and Cuba with
firmness and exactitude, his
over-all passion for peace and
international goodwill succeeded in penetrating the dense fog
of misunderstanding.
In this supreme endeavor the
President had a powerful partner in the person of His Holiness
Pope John whose last Easter
message to the world dwelt at
length on eradication of racial
discrimination and segregation
and on the need to heal the
wounds inflicted upon mankind
by inordinate greed for power
and control of peace?
In the midst of his plans to
propagate his doctrine of oneness of humanity, to extend the
dimensions of universal brotherhood, Pope John died. The date
June 3, 1963.
Five months later, an assassin's bullets snuffed the life out
of President Kennedy before he
had accomplished the mission
for which he was so well prepared and to which he had dedicated his political career.
These two deaths alone, to say
nothing of the great numbers of
unfortunate persons who succumbed to disasters, mark the
year 1963 as the most tragic in
modern history.

The Freedom Award
The fanfare that usually accompanies the presentation of
an award at the White House
was omitted when President
Johnson awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom to 31 distinguished persbns.
The atm'osphere was rather
fridgid and formal on this occasion. No doubt this was so in
deference to the tragic ending of
John F. Kennedy's tenure. The
occasion was the more solemn
in retrospect, because it was a
setting that JFK had arranged
shortly before his death.
It was President Kennedy's
intention to provide a new form
of recognition for excellence in
public service, learning and the
artir-lie took an existing medal,
the Medal of Freedom. modified
its name and enlarged its purpose.
Last July 4, the first list of

winners was announced, and
those honored ranged from the
world famous — Jean Monnet,
Pablo Casals and Mies Van der
Rohe — to Marian Anderson and
to writers like Edmund Wilson,
E. B. White and the 92-year-eld
Alexander Mieklejohn, philosopher - teacher.
With the precedent established, it is hoped that the presentation will not be shelved
aside for practical consideration. The Presidential Medal of
Freedom has acquired new
meaning through tragedy.
It reminds us again of President Kennedy's unprecedented
wish to identify the White
House not only with state and
diplomatic functions, but also
with the human spirit that lifts
itself above the common place
and gives expression and form
to lofty ideals.

Notwithstanchg
Thaddeus T. Sto!<es
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Just before the books are
closed forever on 1963, let us
pause and reflect on this — the
sassiest yet of the sassy '60's.
We soared to great heights in
the scientific field. We sunk to
great depth in the human relations field. We made program
in both our domestic and foreign
relations fields. We experienced
progress in the interreligious
areas. Labor obtained many of
its demands. Management was
none the weaker for it.
All things considered, 1963
could well go down in history as
one of the most eventful :,:ears
in America's history.
We suffered the great shock
of the death of President John
Fitzgerald Kennedy. We experienced the great thrill of seeing
Martin Luther King, Jr., being
named "The Man Of The Year."
We were saddened by the death
of 81-year-old Pope John XXIII.
We were glad that Pope Paul VI
has continued the move to bring
about greater understanding and
appreciation of all religious
faiths.
Deep seated hate led to the
death of Civil Rights Leader
Medgar Evers in Jackson, Miss.,
the bombing of a Birmingham.
Ala. church which resulted in
death of four small girls.—Carol
Denise McNair, Addie Mae Collins, Carole Robinson and Cynthia Diane Wesley. We felt keenly the death of a Baltimore postal worker, William L. Moore,
who was slain while he was on a
,self-style "Freedom Walk" near
Gadsen. Ala.
We watched the great March
on Washington. dramatizing the
Centennial of the Emancipation
Prpelamation. We have seen the
National Conference on Religion

and Race take up the challenge
of giving moral leadership in the
struggle for racial justice in the
20th Century.
In 1963 came the East-West
Test ban treaty, endorsed by
the United States and Russia,
two of the world's great powers.
Military coups toppled several
governments. New nations rose
in Africa. Emperor Haile Selassie led a conference of Africa
to obtain government of Africa
by Africans.
Christine Keeler became involved with John Profumo, Dr.
Stephen Ward and Eugene Ivanov in a sex scandal which almost toppled staid old Britain's
Tory government. President Ngo
Dinh Diem and his brother Ngo
Dinh Nhu were killed after the
great "Barbecued Monk" episode.
Operation Big Lift — where
15,000 American soldiers were
flown from Texas to Germany
within 63 hours, demonstrated
this country's preparedness.
Russia sent up twin space ships
— manned by a man and. a
woman.
These are some of the outstanding events mothered by
1963.
What does 1964 hold for us?
Like each proceeding New
Year, we must start the year
without the knowledge of what
great joy or sorrow we will suffer.
However, let us pledge ourselves to work for greater peace
among all men. Let us recognize the brotherhood of mar.
and the fatherhood of God. Let
us pray to God to remove hatred
from our hearts, strife from our
lives and envy from our minds.
Happy New Year to you!
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By AL DUCKETT

Support Our Freedom
Do you remember when a
courageous Negro couple, Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Bates, were
driven out of business in the
state of Arkansas because they
had fought so valiantly to break
the back of school segregation?
The Bates lost theireeleivspaper because white segregationists waged a siteceisful drive to
take their advertisers away from
them.
In our opinion, this ;personal
tragedy, whic
overtook the
Bateses, marks a disgraceful
chapter in the history of the Negro's fight for freedom. It is disgraceful because we cry loud
and long that we want to be free
but we don't put our money
where our mouth is.
What a glorious thing it would
be if, today, the Bateses still had
't their newspaper because, from
all over this land. Negroes,
recognizing the heroism of the
struggle they went thrcugh, had
sent them a single dollar bill —
either as a donation cr partial
payment on a subscription.
But we didn't do that. We let
a newspaper that was fighting
for us go down in defeat.
Recently, at a national convention, a Negro group passed
the plate to take up a collection
for Mrs. Rosa Parks. Mrs. Parks,
lest we have forgotten, was the
forerunner of the latest phase
of the Negro fight for freedom.
It was Mrs. Parks who refused to move to the back of a
bus in Montgomery because she
had decided that the time had
come for the Negro to take a
stand.
This starkly brave action of
Mrs. Rosa Parks touched off the
historic bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, which triggered the fantastic direct action
and non-violent militancy of the
Negro masses in this land.
I do not know whether the collection taken for Mrs. Parks was
an appreciation gesture or aid to
her in time of need. All I can say
is that if this race of mine is so
ungrateful as to allow a Rosa
Parks to be in need, then we
don't deserve freedom.
I wish I had the impassioned
and sincere eloquence of the
Rev. Ralph David Abernathy,
the distinguished treasurer of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Lots' of people know how to
raise hell but Doc Abernathy
knows how to raise money. He
reminds his audiences that the
s.grgationists have unlimited
'millions at their disposal with
which to try to keep us in our
"place."
He remind.: —reels: that freedom is not cheaply bought nor
easily won. I wish I had that
kind of eloquence to enable me
to make an appeal I am about to
make.
Recently, a notional magazine
sent me on a study trip to do
some preliminary research for a
piece I am to do for them next
year on the situation in Prince
Edward County. the only county
.n America which closed down
all its public schools rather than
obey the desegregation order of

the United States Supreme
Court.
As you must know, through
the forceful action of our late
President and his brother, the
Attorney General, a group of
distinguished citiens of the
state of Virginia have opened
schools to 'enable Negro children, edueation-starved for four
years, to prepare to .make their
wayin life.
The hero of the long struggle
in Prince Edward County, as yet •
no_t_won, to gain dignity for the
Negro of that county is a brilliant, eloquent and indominita.
ble minister named the Rev. L.
Francis Griffin.
He is the President of the
state NAACP. He is the father
of six children. He is the pastor
cf a Baptist church.
In all of my years in the newspaper business, I have met very
few men who have sacrificed as
L. Francis Griffin sacrificed to
organize an intimidated Negro
community into a militant and
vigilant one.
Rev. Griffin, himself, will not
tell you, except under pressure.
the terrible experiences which
he lived tIzeough in order to carry on the fight. He was insulted,
threatened and deserted by people who should have been working with him.
Attempts have been made_ to
intimidate him economically,
but Rev. Griffin has fought the
fight and kept the faith in the
face of illness and the desperate
struggle to continue providing
for his family.
This is a man who has given
love and leadership and no small
part of his life to the struggle.
not only for the Isids in Prince
Edward, but for you and for me.
whatever may be the color of
our skin, the nature of our background, the name of our religion.
On Sunday, Dec. 29, I shall be
in Farmville, Virginia, along
with some other people who feel
the least they .can do is to say
"Thank you" to ats intrepid
leader.
The Prince EcivJasel County
NAACP has an appreciation
testimonial slated for that day
at Rev. Griffin's First Baptist
Church. We are not only going
to give him a citation, we are
also going to give him a purse
of at least $1,000.
He is not starving and he is
certainly far from mercenary.
We just happen to fell that nothing is too good for those on the
front lines of the struggle who
make it possible for us all to
glimpse some dim days of hope.
I'm taking my contribution to
Farmville.
If you want to send yours —
a dollar isn't too little nor a
hundred too much — write out a
check to Prince Edward NAACP
Appreciation Committee and
send it to the chairman, Mrs. C.
Daniel Brown, 421 Ely St.,
FarmvIlle, Va.
Let's learn to give in sepnort
of those who ask not what their
country can do for them, but
rather, what they can do for
their country.
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS

'64
So . . . It's this Year of Our
Lord... 1964!
How do you figure it's gonna
come out?
Will it be a continuation of
the tensions of our times . . •
such as the urgent frustrations
of the race problem in the United
States? Will it mean an intensification of the fears of some
fool's touching a button that will
set off an atomic bomb? Will it
mean an increase of starvation
and poverty in the United States
...a nation generally classified
as the richest on earth?
Will it bring about Russial
Khrushchev's prophecy that our
United States way of living will
"fall like a ripe apple" into the
Communist scheme of things?
Will it mean that the ecumenical
trend of the international Catholic Church, led by Pope Paul VI,
emphasizing the need for the
complete unity of the Christians
of the world, will succeed or
fail? Will it mean that Twenthieth century human beings are
simply chumps, whose principles
of morality have sunk so low
until only that which appeals to
and pleases the five senses, will
give answers to the demands of
tomorrow?
MAN SHOULD LOVE
It might be well for the supposedly intelligent/ people of the
United States, and for the socalled intelligent people of the
world to ger-together on a point
of view that is most important
for 1964. And what is "most important for 1964" is for the
literate and moral people of the
world to come to a great decision.
The., decision they need to
make is the one that Jesus Christ
voiced almost two centuries ago.
Christ gave the world it's
answers in the Sermon on The
Mount. He pointed out the way
to humanity in his parables. He
gar the world a pattern for
living on this earth together

• •

when He emphasized the idea
that every man should "Love
your neighbor as yourself."
Unfortunately, most people
don't accept that principle .
except in words. The average
man . . . the guy in the street,
doesn't understand the idea of
turning the "other cheek." Most
people still go along with the
Old Testament statement of the
Law which calls for "an eye for
an eye" and they can't see any
further.
PEACE ON EARTH
The whole thing raises the
age-old question: narpely, Has
human nature made any progress in line with the great
strides made in Chemistry, physics, Electronics, Space Exploration, and the related scientific
areas of our times?
Have human beings . . in
their thinking, feel.ng, attitudes,
desires, and concern for one another . . kept up with the pace
of their accomplishments in
making bombs, germs, and other
methods of destruction of each
other?
Has there occurred to the leaders of humanity that there is
something larger than, being
"better than the other guy?"....
something bigger than being the
top man on the totem pole?.
something more important than
prestige, money, recognition,
new experiences, and security?
The thought persists that This
Year of Our Lord, '64, might
well be a year of decision ...as
every ether year might well
have been. Humanity might
well have reached in 1064, the,
year of Decision. 1964 might well
be the year when the leaders of
the world's thought, religion,
emotion, and spiritual express.ion will have to recognize the
point where the water hits the
wheel . . . and lead the rest off
us to that ideal of peace 4.1
earth and good will toward men.
It can be done. Now, whatchubet!
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Praise For Families

certainly willing to do it.
We constantly hear about
crime and juvenile delinquency
in Negro areas.
For too long, too many Negro
youngsters have taken to the
streets and to any way of
life
they can adopt, which will get
them away from the sheer ugliness and drab, crowded walkups, in which they have been
condemned to live.
These tenants are not seeking
to avoid meeting their
obligations. The monies the tenants
withhold are being held in escrow so that they will be
available to the landlords once
they
have fulfilled their decent
responsibilities.
I think it is time for
Mayor
Robert Wagner and the city
administration to declare war
slums and slum-lords. How on
we believe all the pious can
statements about a great and
democratic city when we allow
such
deplorable conditions to
exist?
We say to the Harlem tenants
"God go with you in your
battle."

tive.
So they were surprise's that
Johnson not only embrac..1
John F. Kennedy's full stand on
civil rights, but mayre ever,
cciried it a step turner.

Kennedy always spoke et
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equal necessities at the top of
his legislative program.
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LBJ's Rights Stand

Despite his vigorous posh Or
civil rights legislation while he
was in the Senate, many people could not disabuse themseves of the notion thlt Lyndon was essentially a Sootherner, and therefore a conserva•
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By HENRY CATCHCART
Johruon's emphasis on civil
rights legislation in his address
to Congress came as a SUrprise to some of his colleagues
and to many ordinary people
around the country.
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As of this writing, close to
1,000 Harlem families have
joined together in a protest to
establish their right to live decently.
They have combined in a rent
strike to put the pressure on
greedy and insensitive landlords, who have made the Harlem ghetto the most expensive
place to live with the least facilities, services and sanitation.
These tenants, who are led by
Jesse Gray, have banded together and refused to pay any
more rent until their landlords
repair sagging ceiling and floors,
get rid of the rats which infest
the aria and which have bitten
babies and adults and improve
the custodial services in the ancient buildings from which they
extract goodly sums of money.
I think this is a wonderful
protest. I am heartily in support
of the basic and reasonable demands which the people of Harlem are making.
I am happy that they have
realized that there is strength in
unity. I am happy that they are
standing together in the cause,
which can mean so much to the
health and welfare of our children.
If there is anything in my
rower to help in this fight, I am
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Johnson went him one better.
the placed civil rights first
most imperative, and tax and
cuts
second on his own list
of things
Congress must do.
A little thought will
make the
reasoning come e1ear, Johnson happens to be fully
vinced that Congress must conprogres on civil rights legisation
for the good of the
country.
But his view happens to
cide with the demands coinof his
own political future.
Ills renomination
for the
presidency is only a few
off, and Johnson mustmonths
vince the Easter!: a n d conWestwings of his party Mid.
that
he is a "national"
and not a
sectional figure. How better
to
cto than to push for
civil rights,
the issue closest to the
big city
Democratic political
and farthest from hismachines
native
state of
Texas.
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aians in charge.
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Chapel Church with Rev. R. Hoping that you have enjoyed a Merry Christmas! May
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officiat- the New Year be
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church happiness for you!
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He is survived by his wife, The Langston High
School
Shavis Wiley has been ill Ozzie Dell Seals,
a sister and Golden Tigers defeated the
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for some time.
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These modern toys just won't let a gal
when the turntable knob Is wound. Gay
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team, 199-37.
maintain her traditional role as champion
picture stories accompany the music. Pa•••
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Patrick
of the doll. Girls are not supposed to be
rents will certainly appreciate this toy
are the proud parents of a girl, The Fellowship Breakfast
interested in technical things, but this
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ROME ALSO TOOK TIME
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• ••
The Job isn't as difficult as little Tommy makes It look as
hororing guest speaker Rev. Langston, 111, Newport. 68
The historic Second Baptist
figure in the picture shov, he is Just concentrating. Ills
Langston, 105, Artylee High,
Robert Douglass, pastor of SaChurch observed the 161st
parents. the David Zilises, 044 E. 11111 in Glen Ellyn, and
lem C.M.E. Church. The theme 53 '
anniversary of its founding was
Santa were WISP as well as pleasing to consider these
"Putting Christ Back Into
with a special service and
caculator blocks for the youngster. The toy teaches math program. Rev. Edgar Quarter- Christmas." The music was Know Your Negro History
sung by Lane College Choir.
By AL KUETTNER
11964. one of them, (CORE), shops, churches and club rooms mattes by touch and sight based on a porportIonal relaman is minister.
•••
Jesse Owens of Cleve.and
tionship related to their sizes of blocks and their numbers.
Some groups say they will,suggested the campaign would to "vote" for Henry.
Churches participating in the
Funeral services for. Wil- and Ohio State University won make Mississippi
be—
so hot and heavy the Fed- The idea behind the Henry
aelebration were Bethlehem, liam
a major
eral
Harvey,
government would have to campaign was to get large
'70, were held at the 100-meter and the 200- get of desegregation activity in
ntral and First African
Center Point Baptist Church
take over the state..
numbers of Negroes in the
Churches.
with the Rev. Hicks officiating. ,111111111111111111alaall1M11111111111alliallaill11111111111111a111111111111111111111111111111allIfillalaaiilillfillil Mississippi has been hit by habit of going through a votBurial was in the church cemthis kind of threat many times ing process. Civil Rights obetery with Boyd-John Morduring the civil rights con- servers believe it worked as
ticians in charge.
troversy. The new one may or nothing else has.
BATES VILLE
may not come off. Increasing Education is another major
Survivors include a wife,
By MAYO TOAL FORN1SS
By CLEY W. JOINER
pressure from integration target of the desegregation ef- SAVANNAH, Ga. — Weldon elected to head the lodge:
Addie Person; two daughters,
Boyd Lee Joiner and Jim
Reola McHaney and Eva Nell .1111101101111911111111111191111111191111111111111111110111111111111111111119991111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111 groups in Mississippi seems to fort in Mississippi, the only
Robert Lee Polite, Exalted
Brassel have been drafted into
Lodge No. 26 serving the
be a fairly safe bet, however. state where there has been no
the Army. They will have Willis; a son, L. D. Person; Hi All,
Mabel Neely, and Margery
South East Georgia District Ruler; Richard Randell, Extwo sisters, Alberta Anderson
Much
of
it
will
center
around
start
at
public
school
integraHope you had a Saf e, Gaillard.
teem Leading Knight; A. J.
two week's vacation at home
voter registration. The voter tion.
held its annual meeting to Jackson, Exteem Loyal Knight;
and Eunice Jones of
Amid a holiday setting of
before heading for basic train- and two brothers, Detroit, Sane, Sensible Christmas and
education
proect
of
Souththe
Expulsion
accord1964,
officers
for
of
the
elect
only
Negro
Nathaniel Hamilton, Exteem
Richard that the New Year holds for blue and white the work of
ing and then Camp Polk in Person and Norace
Person of you Health, Happiness and instructors Wilhelmina Vaughn ern Regional Council plans to at the University of Mississippi ing to J. W. McGlockton, Dep- Lecturing Knight; S. L. White,
Louisiana where they wilt be St. Louis.
send
all
teams
over
the
returned
Magthe
field
of
higher
uty.
Financial
your heart's desire.
Secretary.
and Willie Mae Bell, the We-. nolia State
stationed.
•••
to help Negroes education to full segregation. The following brothers were
Frank Syne s, Treasurer;
It's a real pleasure to see nonah library became a ban•••
Funeral services for Joe how things are done in other quet hall. Katherine Good- register. This has caused ten- But James H. Meredith has
Dock Giles, Esquire; Ed LoJim Bibb, who has been in Henry Ingram were held at cities. Went down to Miami' game led the carols with Al- sion, trouble and violence at applied for admission to the
pet, Inner Guard; Dan Brinsome points in the past.
graduate school at the universiVeterans Hospital for some Macedonia
Baptist Church for the Orange Bowl Classic bert Felder and
son, Tyler; James Moody,
Clotelia
Mississippi contends that ty next year.
time, was released. He is do- with Rev. R. J. Page officiat- just to see FAMU's Band, The Byrd at
Chaplain; and Otis Johnson,
the piano. Catherine anyone eligible
to vote, re- According to J. M. Tubbs,
ing. Burial was in Johnson Marching One Hundred (132
ing fine.
Recording Secretary.
Hall was the witty toastmis- gardless
of race, is permitted state superintendent of educa- More than 150 campus leadcemetery with Stephenson & pieces really) perform. It's tress.
The new trustees are Luther
to register. An examination is tion, Mississippi has "corns a
Shaw Funeral Home in charge. worth the trip.
CORN ITH
ers in the Army, Navy, and Allen, Herman Flowers, James
Emma Bailey, on behalf of a
•
•
•
hurdle
everyone
long
must pass.
way since 1954" (the year Air Force Reserve Officer's Ward, James Williams, Willie
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
The inimitabe Leon Kenne- the faculty, presented the host
Negroes complain that the of the Supreme Court School Training Corps attended the Taylor and Charlie
Funeral services for Charlie day, principal of Wenonah with a Christmas
Funeral services for Malakie
Stone;
check for voter test is applied in
Decision)
in equalizing the fa- 31st National Convention of House Committee Members
as
ren were held at the Wolf Jennings were held at Mt. High School, who rivals any $300.
many ways as county regis- cilities of Negro and white pubthe National Society of Scab- are J. R. Jenkins and J. L. Polek Missionary Baptist Olive Baptist Church with of the bigtime Eastern hosts, Superior Ten Club invited
trars can figure. They say an- lic schools. But there still is
bard and Blade in Philadel- len; Ways and Means Comurch with Rev. R. S. Pick- Rev. P. T. Northern officiating. was host at dinner on Wednes- friends to share the birthday
other trick designed to keep much to be done.
mittee members are F. L.
phia.
ens officiating. Burial was in Burial was in Mt. Olive Cem- day honoring his faculty. The celebration of a trio of its
them from registering is the Mississippi has 105 accreditCadet Lieutenant Colonel Mitchell, Al Johnson, Edgar
Wolf Creek Cemetery with etery with Stephenson & Shaw group of friends included Dr. members: Corine Bates, Betty random
opening and closing ed white high schools and only
John F. Terry, senior from Moore and S. L. Booker, Ed
Grayson Funeral Home in in charge.
Paul E. Jones, Lucille A. Jackson, and Annie Bell Mitchregistration booths.
16 Negroes. This is despite the Fairfield, Texas, represented Green heads the
•••
Douglass, Ruth Boatwright, ell. The Masonic Temple was
Education
charge of arrangements.
The voter education project fact there are more school-age
• ••
the local unit of the National Committee and Elmer Barnes
Funeral services for Fannie Fannie Turner, Jessie Peter- the setting with Lucky Leon regards 1964
as an ideal year Negroes than whites-337,000 ROTC Honorary Society, Com- the Civil
Liberties Committee,
Ed Edward died at the Madi- Sheffield were held at Home man, Anita McIntosh, Theo- Davis and his Orchestra furnfor a massive registration ef- to 329,000.
pany H, 12th Regiment, at
son County Hospital in Jack- Baptist Church with Rev. T. dora Shores, Marion Bradford, ishing the music. A buffet din- fort. Two
factors contributed The state can point to figures Prairie View A&M College.
Know Your Negro History
ner was served, followed by to the heightened interest by that show some of
the educa- During the two-day convenan exchange of gifts for club Negroes in politics and citi- tion problem lies at the
John 13. Taylor of the Unidoor- tion, top military leaders admembers and a deluge of gifts zenship. The 1963 slaying of step of Negroes. Statistics
versity of Pennsylvania bedelegates.
Among
dressed
the
for the honorees, from the Civil Rights Leader Medgar show that 84 per cent
of the them were Dr. Kenneth R. came the first Negro runner to
beautifully-laden tree.
break intercollegiate records at
Evers and the "campaign" of white children who should be
Wells, president of the FreeRose Brown was co-hostess Clarksdale Negro druggist in school are there,
but only dom Foundation in Pennsyl- the turn of the century.
to the Links recently and Aaron Henry for the governor70 per cent Negroes attend vania, the keynote speaker
Marion Bradford went down ship.
arra Col. James F. Hollingsto Pensacola for Delta Sigma
Henry, who was not on the lasses regularly.
Theta's Debutante Presenta- ballot, was voted on in a mock If Negroes attempt major worth, Acting Deputy AssistSecretary of Defense for
tion. Get Well Wishes to Em- election held simultaneously demonstrations in some sec- ant
Reserves Affairs, Washington,
ory 0. Jackson, Tom Williams, with the regular Democratic tions of Mississippi next year, D.C., addressed the delegates
Alice Ruth White and Mrs. gubernatorial vote. Thousands they may be confronted by at a banquet.
_a
Convention business includof Negroes turned up at barber more than police lines.
Sadie Taylor.
ed discussions of local company activities designed to 13—Correspondence
further public understanding
Clubs
of the military establishment LONELY! RE HAPPY, JOIN THE
the needs of national security American Cloh, Roo 737. Gary. Ind.
Mend for Information today.
•NASSAU, N. P. Bahamas— from Tallahassee, Fla. Then down its needle—all done by and the role of ROTC on the
American College campus was 30—Female Help Wanted
marching.
started
its
fotmation
134ece
the
band
Members of the Florida A&M
Next, a scale of justce also received.
ce which charmed
MAIDS — N V. to $95 wk. Tickets
University band were welcom- perfor
The National Society of sent. Jobs waiting. M. & U. agcy..
the crowds of Nassauvians swung back and forth to he
210 Post Ave.. Weetbury. N. Y.
Scabbard
and
tropical
Blade
was
island
this
reto
ed
who filled the improvised strains of the popular teeGUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN. MAID
ort city as "the marchingest, grandstand which covered the vision show "The Defenders" founded at the University of Jobe. 533-555, Fare advanced.
Lynbrook, N. V.
Mallory Agency
Wisconsin
1904-05.
Memberin
playingest band in the land" hillside slopes of Fort Char- theme and "The Magnificent
Seven" was played in a con- ship consists of outstanding 32—Male k Female Help
came, saw and conquered lotte.
The first of three parts of the cert formation, a fitting salute juniors and seniors enrolled in
Wanted
Nassauvians.
all branches of college ROTC.
program' was a sparkling dis- to the humanities and the fine
Companies have been estabBetween 15,000 and 20,000 play of marching band pag- arts.
persons gathered here at Clif- eantry entitled, "Salute to Playing "Alexander's Rag- lished at more than 170 colANTI
ford Park to watch and listen Nassau,". for which a crown time Band," and performing leges and universities throughout the United States and in
BIBLE STILL BEST SELLER
to the FAMU band display its was formed and "God Save a lilting dance routine, the
Puerto
Rico.
precision
the
know
Bible
best
is
selstill
speedy
Queen
world's
the
the
the
intricate and
was played.
FAMU band started its third
Chief Justice Earl Warren Oat) of
Wanted to sell retail advertising In
movements and musical skill.
Next, forming into different pageant—"Eye Witness to Hisling book, and it should also he the best
U. S. Supreme Court accepts the 20th anthe Memphis market. We per 28 ow
cent and 30 per cent contract SOM.
bandsmen
were
There
the
patterns,
they drew applause tory." Formations included a UrCiappy New Year
read," the Chief Justice said in accepting
niversary posti,r for the Worldwide Bible
mission on the dollar.
introduced by the Hon. Asa from the crowd with such fa- boy and girl strolling handLANCING, Engand — (UPI) me New Tri-State Defender
the poster. The program began during
Reading program, sponsored by the AmeriS. Wellington St.
H. Pritchard, president of their vorite tunes as "Hold 'em Joe," in-hand, patterns in motion, — Railwaymen at the Lancing 238
Memphis Ten
World War II when a lonely Marine on
can Bible Society. Everett Smith. the Sosponsor, the Nassau chapter of "Limbo Rock," and "Soul Bos- and the letters, FAMU.
roundhouse angrily ripped up
Guadalcanal asked his family to Join him
ciety's President, makes the presentation
Kiwanis International, who se Nova."
The performance lasted more Christmas greetings from Brit- 112—Spiritual Advisors
in reading Identical, pre-selected passages
as Mrs. Warren looks on. The program.
were celebrating their first "Education on Parade" was than one hour and a half, ish railway Czar Dr. Richard
PRAYER CAN
Christmas
means
of
from
the Bible earls day as a
observed annually during the
anniversary. Governor of Nas- the theme of the second pag- ending with a standing, cheer- Beeching wishing them a hapHELP YOU
maintaining spiritual ties. Some 14,000.000
seasea by millions all over the world, calls
sau, Sir Robert Stapledon, eant aa the hand formed a ing ovation from the Nassau- py new year and a "brighter FIND OUT
HOW MIRACLE CHe
bookmarks containing the selections are
PRAYER
for elicit person to read the Same selection
, K.C.M.G., C.B.E., also welcotn- hypodermic syringe which vians that lasted fully another future."
can work wonders for you. Slater 300115,
being distributed this year.
! ed the band and other visitors shot the exclamation, "OW," five minutes.
The roundhouse is to be clot- Roo 7782. Cltkago 80,
from the Bible each day. "It is good to
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Instead, the bridal party Bell, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite,
was feted with a champagne Mrs. E. C. Critigen, Miss E. L.
II party at Mrs. Hancock's home,
Crittenden, Mrs. W. W. Gibson,
e where the bride and groom
gave their gifts to the mem- Miss I. S. Greenlee, Mrs. Peter
bers of their bridal party, on M. Jones, Mrs. R. S. Lewis,
I, Christmas Day.
Sr., Miss Allison Vance, Mrs.
111
HELEN AND TOM HAYES, C. M. Roulhac and Mrs. A. W
,P1
Reg
a HELEN A N D "CHU" SAW- Willi s. her houseguest, Mrs
Atty. Eugene R. Jackson has ing attorney for the 13th
National Ls sr
YER AND FRANCES A ND
the
of
;ion
advisor
attorney
•
been named
Board will spediii.
• ,TAYLOR HAYES we .e hosts Electa Colston of Birmingham
to the office of general cowl lations
legal protac:11
or at their ninth annual Christ- Ala.
cil in the Agency for Imcrna- in handling
• mas Party on Christmas night
connected with the ngeacy of
The presence of the two,
tional Development.
Material 't,:so,i,ces
ig from ten until one a. m. at the gracious Miss Churches always
Jackson, a former sun awls- fice of
home of Helen and Tom Hayes
which supervises wo:kl-wiet
gives rise to nostalgia for the
I at
1329 S. Parkway, East, a
distribution of America,' pro
II party which has become a so- days when Memphis society
ucts going into AID program
was much more formal than it
• cial institution in our town, is today, and reminisces of the
The attorney served with th
I where one may see so many
Chicago Regional Labor Rela
Church
home,
a
home
of
grafriends and out-of-town Memlions Board in 1960. tic" is
cious living, headed by its
phians in festive attire amid
graduate of Yale Law Scho&
THE SEASON
preparing to go to San Franfamed host, the late Robert R.
lavish holiday decorations and
shore' he received au LLB
Amidst glittering Ii o lid ay cisco to appear with the San cheer
Church, whose imprint on the
degree in 1053.
- decorations of mistletoe and Francisco Civic Opera Co, soon,
political, social and civic acene
'
lolly, traditional and modern- spent the holiday with her Snow and ice deterred many of Memphis will ever be reJackson earlier served et
this year—but still dauntless membered.
Commissions on Civi
'tatic, brightly lit Christmas sister. Dr. Clara Brawner.
the
-atrees, and the hustle of last Betty John, former Teen- I ones ventured forth to par- ALPHA K APP A ALPHA
Rights, was assistant lie else
minute shopping and making Age Director of the YWCA,itake of the unique hospitality SORORITY was host at a brilunder Federal Court Ittlustici
-homes ready for the most-gala wao in town visiting her fami- offered b this trio of couples, iant holiday "Winter In WonJohn M. Harlan and serve'
aholiday of the Christian world ly, f r o m Philadelphia, Pa., combining peerless hospitality derland" d a n c e last Friday
with the Washington's Labor
Relations Board.
a... the plaintive lamentations where Ole pow lives and en- and the warmth and friendship night at the mezzanine ball"Iff "Dreaming of a White gages in 'sothal work. Miss Ma- ot' mutual friends.
room of the Auditorium. The
,,,,_-"Christmas," became stark real- rian M. Speight of Bethune Each year, this occasion sees elegant black tie event was at
,
4
CLASSES TO RESUME AT
-ity when the heavens deposit- Cookman College's Romance the attendance of more and ended by approximately 800
Following a two-week Christid a record 14-inch blanket of Language Department, at Day- more of the sons and daughters guests, many holiday visitors
mas recess, LeMoyne College
'snow and then pluned tempera- ona Beach, Fla., was the guest of the friends of the group, as and collegians, who had loud
will resume classroom activity
tures down to an Arctic 13 be- of her parents, Dr. and Mrs. they reach adulthood and join p r a i s e for the decorations
Monday morning, January 8.
low temperature.
W.0. Speight, Sr., and her bro- the social ranks of their par- which were so in keeping with
The fluffy delight (or de- her and sister-in-law, Dr. and ents. Aiding the hosts in dis- the departing deep snows which
JEANIE BLEVINS
pensing their fine hospitality gave the dance theme authenspair—take one's choice) pro- Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr.
Jeanie Bievins was the brightest star on the "Pet Milk
were Tommye Hayes Harrison icity.
vided a pristine and puristic Miss Barbara Jeans dau
Showcase," presented by Sid McCoy master of ceremonies
Herbert,
who
and
her
husband
mantle ol white that will be ter of Mr. and Mrs..Sherme-ahn.
Mrs. William Maria was the
of the show, during the holiday season. Miss Blevins of
the talk of weather prosnosti- Robinson, a graduate student were visiting from Nasville. dance chairman; Miss Velma
California Bay Area has beauty, talent and intelligence.
Here
too
we
were
happy
to
see
cators for years to come. Tots, at. COLUMBIA University in
.
Jones, newly elected basileus
She has had experience in both movies and television, and
children, ha rdy adults and Ne w York City, spent the Dr' Augustus White who flew of the graduate chapter was
is the radio star'of KJAZ in Alameda, Calif.
TALLADEGA, Ala. — Dr. which extends far beyond the
down from Yale University
y ...
'frisky animals revelled in the Christmas holidays here.
Miss Mertis Ewell was chairand Walter Gibson, a senior
Herman H. Long, director of boundaries of Alabama. More
Anusual bounty of mid-South- Memphians
hom e f r om at Meharry College . . these man of decorations, assisted
the Race Relations Department than eighty percent of ita
ern climate . . . and of necesMOREHOUSE COL LEGE at wo handsome and highly eligi- by Mrs. Edna Swingler.
at the United Church of Christ, graduates have achieved suc"aaty there was a temporary halt Atlanta
including Don Brown- ble bachelors. Among the out- Decorations of winter woodhas been elected ninth pres- cessful graduate school records.
in trafficing about and attendig
lee, Dan Hancock, T e d Mc- of-towners were Alpha Braw- land scenes, lanterns remisisident of Talladega College. The
trafficing about and attend- Daniel, who
With a present student body
became band lead- ner—preparing to go to San cent of Early America, susappointment becomes effective of 425 from 20 states and from
ing some of the gala events er while a
freshman, and Clar- Francisco where she will sing pended as mobiles from the
Jan. 1.
which annually dot the early ence Bolden.
Africa, and with an internaDr. Long, a 1935 graduate of tional faculty, the liberal arts
he lead role of Tosca with ceiling, and table decorations of
C,hristmas season.
Among the scads of students he San Francisco Civic Opera platforms of sequinned snow
Talladega, brings to his new school is enlargine, its facilities
HOME FOR HOLIDAYS
from TENNESSEE ST A TE .. there too were Lavada and with glittered pine cones and
position a wealth of contact for more extensive work in the
&ores of collegians and for- UNIVERSITY
we r e Shirley Dick Hobson of Baltimore, Md. holly, with pink and green
and experience. He received future.
mer Memphians were home for
Harrison, El i ce Reese, Polk and just scads of merry folk A K A letters and streamers
degrees from the Hartford
the holidays before the big
The most recent addition.
Puryear, McArthar By nu m, — so many of the ladies in were highlighted with glitterSchool of Religion in 1936 and
three-story dormisnow, including Astrid SengWillie Cole, Gloria Thompson, beautiful after-five a tt ire —,ed place cards holding names
the University of Michigan in a modern
stacke from New York City Preston
tory for 128 women students
Peyton, Ruby West many in Christmas reds and of participating members of
1949.
resident, bringing
and Whittier Sengstacke, Jr., and
the sorority.
from Tuskegee Institute— greens.
He is an author, lecturer, and a head
from Tennessee State Univerthe number cd
Marilyn Isabel, came home to SEMPER FIDELIS CLUB Beautiful ball gowns were
trained research worker, me- o seventeen
on the 50 acre
sity, visited their parents. Mr. spend the
diator in race relations; and major buildings
intrim with her held its anual Chr i s t ma s chosen by the majority of the
a'hd Mrs. Whittier H. Sengcampus.
amity.
for two decades has directed
feminine guests and all of the
home
of
Bertha
Brunch
at
the
Macke, Sr. . . . Dr. Marjorie More home
Mrs. Long the former Hena Summer Conference on
for the holidays and Clinton Ray on Sou t h members, but the Aiort formal
Lee Brown from North Caro- .
Billy Speight, a Yale fresh- Parkway last Saturday, with was favored by many of the
Hums
a n Relations, which rietta Shivery of Atlanta and
AIR MEDIC
lina State University, Lynda
PERSONNEL SPECIALIST iL
together nationally a graduate of Talladega, is a
rcught
man at the famed New Haven members Allie Mae Roberts, beautifully gowned ladies —
it
Johnson, daughter of Dr. and University, spent
the vacation Willie T. Jones, Thelma Wil- said by many of the male Airman Effie M. DeBerry, Airman Kathryn M. Guinn, known speakers and college teacher in the public school
Mrs. H. H. Johnson, a freshman period with
system of Nashville, Tenn. The
students.
his parents, Dr. iams, Georgeia Dancy, Juanita guests present to have been daughter of Mr. and Mrs. La- daughter of
Mrs. Annie M.
'if NEW YORK UNIVERSITY and
The co II ego to which Dr. couple have one daughter,
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr. Arnold, Mabel Hudson, Ardena some of the most beautiful bon B. Hubard of 474 Lucy, has
:. . from HOWARD UNIVER- ... and
from the University of
gowns w orn to a Memphis been transferred to Greenville Guinn of 30 W. DeSoto ave., Long returns as president has Ellen, a student in Fisk UniSITY—Ann Burford, daughter Michigan at Ann Arbor, doing Herndon, Adelaide Randal 1,
formal.
AFB, Miss., for training as a has been sent to Greenville a 97 year history in education, versity.
bf Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Burford, graduate work in business ad- Reeves a n d Alpha Brawner
who filled in for her sister, THE LOAFERS CLUB held medical service specialist after AFB, Miss., for technical trainrecently elected a "Bison Beau- ministration, Herman
(Art) Gil- Dr. Clara Brawner, all pitch- a Christmas party at the beaticompleting basic training at ing as a personnel specialist
ty" (t h e Howaial Yearbook's liam,
visited his parents, Mr. ng in to prepare the delicious tiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
after completing initial baste
salute to the beauties of the and Mrs.
H. A. Gilliam
. brunch fare and egg nog, and James McKenzie on Alcy Road Lackland AFB, Tex. She is a
rampus) and Beverly Hooks, From Nashville, Tenn., came
1963 graduate of Carver High training at Lackland AFB,
ater to play bridge after gath- on Friday night, Dec. 27. Mr.
Roger House, Sallye June Bow- two of our young
Tex. A member of Women In
married for- ering around the beautiful gold and M i s. Leonard Campbell, school.
inan, Carole Springer, 'Bever- mer Memphis couples, Mr.
the Air Force i'trAFI, she was
and ree with green satin baubles Mr. and Mrs. Charles Camply Villiams, Betty Phillips, Mrs.
graduated from Carver High
Herbert R. Harrison, to to open beautifully wrapped bell. Mr. and Mrs. John GorWalter Eva n s, and Elwood visit with her
school in 1963.
parents, Mr. and gifts from secret pals in the don, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Reams.
Mrs. T. H. Hayes. Jr., and Mr.
Blackmon, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
r o m MICHIGAN STATE and Mrs. Harold Shaw, to visit club.
CLUB Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William
:UNIVERSITY at Kalamanzoo, Mrs. Shaw's parents, Mr. and PHYLLIS WHEATLY
MEMBERS have enjoyed two Little, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
.Michigan, wheae he is a sen- Mrs. A. M. Walker.
ior, Walter Hall. son of Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. James Byas' beautiful parties . . . the first Lewis, Mr. and -Mrs. Jerry
with Mrs. Henrietta Craigen Fanion, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Ann Hall Weathers . . From houseguests during the holithe annual De- Stockton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert GLASGOW AFB, Mont. —
MEHARRY MEDIC A L COL- days, besides their collegian as hostess for
Yarbrough, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Robert L. Cash of Memphis,
LEGE, Lewis H. Twiggs, Jr., son were Miss Diane Hambrick cember meeting, held at the
the participating Tenn., has been promoted to
Walter Gibson, and Josephine and Miss Dolores Gray, both home of her friend Mrs. Lou Atkins, were
technical sergeant in the U.S.
Isabel . . . From INDIANA lovely Fisk University students. Pope on McKinley St. There members and their wives.
plans were made for de- Other guests included Mr. Air Force.
UNIVERSITY. Jana Louise Miss Eliza Young, f o rm e r final
needy and Mrs. Chris Collier, Miss Sergeant C as h, a heating DENVER — (UPI) — A 40Davis . . . From MORGAN Memphian arm LeMoyne grad- livering their baskets to
making their an- Nuney Collier, Willie Kelly and technician in the 91st Civil year-old man marked the end
STATE COLLEGE at Baltimore uate, who having finished her families and
nual contribution to the United
Engineering Squadron here, is of his first week with a pair
—Joan Hargraves . . . From graduate work at Atlanta Uni- Negro College Fund. After the Buddy Dancy.
son of Mrs. Etta Rawling of of transplanted baboon kid- ,
the
as
a
continued
party
The
WELLESLEY COLLEGE in verisity, is now engaged in so- business session, they gathered
neys in has body.
Alaska St., Memphis.
955
an
Loafers
led
of
merry
group
Massachusetts, Geraldine Gray cial work at Kansas City, Kan- around a glistening tree to resergeant, a graduate of Colorado General Hospital
The
corner
to
around
the
entourage
. . From FISK UNIVERSITY sas, spent the holiday with her ceive member exchange gifts.
remained in satisfacthe home of a shut-in- mem- Manassas High School, attend- said he
at Nashviale, Lynn Marie Ho-'parents and attended the Alpha
MISS ROBERTA CHURCH
Barber College tory condition but still was
Lumpkin
ed
was
.
who
Carr
.
.
Joe
ber,
:well, Shirley Purnell, TheodofelKappa Dance on Friday night. and her aunt, MISS ANETTE
School of Tailoring. kept in isolation.
Yickett, A. M. (Tony) Walker, James Wells, Sr., was host at CHURCH of Washington. D.C., caught unknowingly in paja- and Boden
No details about the sixAnnabelle, is the
.
-Lydia Campbell, Verdia Fos- ,a gala family reunion of his spent the Christmas holiday in mas, but was overwhelmed by His wife,
Janie S. hour operation have been retier, Crystal Tarpley and Si- Ic h i I dr en and grandchildren Memphis among their many his fellow members' thoughful- daughter of Mrs.
S. Fourth St., leased yet and the hospital has
.;rnone McAnulty . . . From lwith the presence of his daugh- friends in the place they still ness in the true Christmas Jackson of 295
refused to identify the patient.
Memphis.
Spelman College at Atlanta — ter Jim Etta Wells Lee and her call home. They were hosts at spirit.
'Beverly Guy. Helen Coleman husband Robert of Baton two luncheon parties held at
.;and Phoebe Weaver . . . Clark Rouge. La., accompanied by his The Pass Port Room of Muni.College at Dubuque, Iowa, re- granddaughters Adele Walker cipal Airport, the first party
.:turned Jacqueline Broadnex to and Patricia Walker Washing- their friends of the Phyllis
TIM- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ton and her husband, Franklin Wheatley club last Saturday
•liam Broadnax, and their son, D. Washington, who were mar- afternoon.
Jr., from Xavier at ried in South Dakota last year
At the smart private dining
'New Orleans.
while Pat was in graduate room, a beautifully set table
• From XAVIER also cam e school at the University of was the scene of the four
'beauteous Danese Hancock and South Dakota. From Cincin- course luncheon which was en;her then fiance — Edward nati. Ohio came Mr. Wells' old- joyed amid warm conversation
Welch, to attend several pre- eat daughter. Sara Wells Moyse and gaiety. Guests at the elenuptial parties that preceded and her daughter Eleanor M. gant affair were Miss Mattiej
:their spectacular wedding last Baleu grandson Kent Baleua
;Thursday at St. Augustine Jim Etta and Robert are also
'Catholic church and the beau- visiting form Durham, N. C.
tiful reception afterwards at Mr. and Mrs. William Weath:the YWCAs reception rooms. ers' houseguests were Mr. and
December 25th
'James H. Byas, son of Dr. and Mrs. D. J. Moses of Cheyney,
Mrs. James Byas came home Pa., Mrs. Moses. Ann's sister. To Our Friends &
Custdrners
'from Dickinson C o I le g e at CHRISTMAS PARTIES
Carlisle, Pa., and Dr. Augus- Among the pre-holiday parThe Holiday Season al.tus White visited his aunt and ties were the ones complimentways will be a time for
,u n el e, Dr. and Mrs. C. S. ing bride D a nese Hancock
'Jones, coming from Yale Uni- Welch, whose wedding story the expression of good
versity where he is a resident will be in our next issue. will and the exchange of
in orthopedics, joining h is Among the showers cdmpli- friendly greetings.
-beauteous mother, Mrs. Vivian menting the beauteous bride
In this spirit of friendWhite. who came from Cleve- was the miscellaneous shower
ship and with genuine apland, Ohio, to visit her sister, given by her god-mother, Mrs.
preciation for the pleasant
.Mrs. Jones, and her husband Jewel Gentry Hulburt, the par-and to enjoy the reunion with ty given by Mesdames H. A. for the pleasant relations
Gilliam. Claudia Foster and' we have enpayl.d with you,
:her son.
a Other form er Memphians Miss Maeciella Reeves.
we extend the' season's
The weather cancelled the
Visiting was our own famed
xiss Roberta Church and !.ar dinner party which was schcd- greetings and best wishes
aunt, Miss Annette Church of uled by Mrs. Robert Mebane, for a Happy New Year.
Sincerely yours,
Washington, D. C., who stopped and the rehearsal dinner schedal Holiday Inn on Bellevue and uled by Mrs. Victoria Hancock,
Glenn Florist-Ph. 948.21081
Pass
the
at
spent the holiday interim visit- the bride's mother
ing and entertaining t w o Port Room of Municipal Airgroups of friend at The PASSPORT Room at Municipal AirNOW LEARN
port.
Mrs. Edna Swingler had as
RADIO ANNOUNCING
her houseguest her sister, Mrs.
Florence Wheeler of Chicago,
GET READY FOR THE FAST GROWING OPPORTUNITIES
for a week, and who also was
a guest at the Alpha Kappa
. Alpha dance last Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard HobRADIO-TV BROADCASTING, DISC
son of Baltimore, were holiRVIl
TNINS
---44 25°
day guests of their families,
JOCKEY, NEWSCASTER, ETC.
The Hobsons and the Maclins
. and famed diva, Miss
CALL OR WRITE TODAY
Discount Furniture Mart,
Inc. 78
Alpha Brawner .v a s resting
2 NO MAIN ST
8052
6
JA
Ave.
Beale
544
from her numerous appearorches
ances with symphony
'.as thioughout the country,
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Talbdega College Alumnus Is
Now Its Prexy; Names Dr. Long

GENUINE DIAMOND
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Plan Memorial Tribute To
The Late W.E.B. DuBois

NEW YORK .-Nearly .thir- morial tribute will featurt. a
ty prominent Americans have dramatic representation of pu
joined together as Sponsors of Bois's life with
readings frgrn
a Memorial Tribute to the late hia literary works. The
HOLIDAY NEWS—
perwith a dinner in Brownsville Dr.
W. E. B. Du Bois. Areollg formance A411 be by
outstaidWith the earth covered at the First Baptist Church,
them are noted writer Jan* ing artists.
with the beautiful white snow, and in Humboldt at the StiltWHITE CHRISTMAS
Baldwin, John Hope Frenklin,
ing up at the home of W. E.
TI following is ths list .pf
the request of every red- all Cafeteria. They were all professor
T
'Tis the day after Christmas
at the University of
Jackson for the final repast
sponsors of the Du Bois
Christmas,
blooded
youth
for
have
happy
to
esuch
had
a
you
feel as I do, you and
and if
Chicago; John Haynes Holmes,
getatogether for that good
morial Committee. James Ba dand with the bells of peace luscious meal, but happier be- minister emeritus
are still stuffed. Many many ole
of
the
ComChristmas spirit.
ringing in the far distance, cause they were given a munity
Daisy Bates, Dr. Algernfin
• persons must have sung for a
Church, New Ygtt
c)t, Arne Bonternps, Rahtelling of the Savior's birth, week's vacation.
• long time "I'm Dreaming of a HOLIDAY TRIPS
City, and a member With Dr,
"bi
'Stanley Bray, Dr. Marguethere emerged from the hearts DEATH IN JOLIET
White Christmas," for dreams Out-of-town for the holidays
Du Bois of the initiatory
.
group rite Cartwright.
Dr. Kenneth
of people everywhere, the
'really came true for the sec- are Mrs. Bernice Lucas a n d
The sudden death of Mr. which brought into being the
B.
Clark, Ossie Davis, Dr. JOttli
need to put Christ back in Chester Northeross
ond straight year making it son, Jerry at home in St. Louis
Dr.
Benjamin Hope
of Joliet, N.A.A.C.P.;
Franklin,
Rev.
Dr. MilChriatmaa, to bring joy to a Ill , was not told
-easier for Santa to use his with husband and father, Verto his father, Mays, president of Morehouse ton Galamison, Rabbi Rolasid
saddened world.
sleigh. He didn't seem to carry lin Lucas. Mrs. Odessa Beck
Mr. Alonzo Northcross, be- College; and Roy Wilkins, na- B. Gittelsohn, Dr. Charles G.
is spending the holidays in
Those who were blessed cause of his illness which pre- tional executive secretary of
much in it for your scribe
Gotnillion, Lorraine .HanaberKansas City, Mo.
with good health, happiness vented Miss Lila Northcross the N A.A.C.P.
• however when we count our
ry, and Dr. John Haynes
and a few of the things you from attending the funeral.
blessings wealth is not all in In town are Miss Mary
The function in honor of the liolmes.
Frances Williamson of Gary,
asked for, should be so gratematerial things.
He was stricken with a world famous Afro-American
Also, Langston Hughes, John
ful, for there are many whose heart attack as he ahovelled scholar will be held at CarBeing snowed under was Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. John Reeves
of Milwaukee, Wis., Charles
cries were never heard. It's snow and passed immediately. negie Hall on Sunday evening, Oliver Killens, John H. Lewis,
alost difficult on the last Hess
Rev. Edgar Love, Dr. Benjamin
of Denver, Cal:J.., Emmett
a virtue to be grateful.
There is another brother, Fer- Feb. 23, the date on which
Wnmute Christmas shoppers,
E. Mays, Dr. John A. McKay,
Perine of Chicago, Ill., and
The
pre-Christmas
Dr.
Du
spirit
would
Bois
another
min,
have
and
atdaughter,
some
were disappointed,
and
Dr. Linus Pauline, Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bond,
was
inflamed
by
parties,
tained
dinthe
age
Mable,
who
of
96.
Dr.
was
only
Du
the
ones
We
sure.
who
I'm
contributed
nee Susan Ford of Chicago,
ners, musicals and plays, such able to attend, as Herman is Bois died on the 27th of Au- Pickett, Sidney Poitier, P. L.
to the less fortunate found a
Prattis, Rev. Dr. Stephen Q.
as usually are given in schools not well also. Many in Hum- gust this year at Accr a,
comfortable feeling in the joy Illinois.
Spottswood, Rev. Dr. Gardner
and clubs.
boldt have met his daughter Ghana.
of giving, not to receive. The TEACHER PASSES
Taylor, Rabbi Jacob J. WeinErnestine who has visited her
With all the gladness, there
ART AND GARDEN
The aim of the memorial stein, Dr. Charles N. Ilesle,y,
V. F. W. and American Legi,n
The Gloxinia Art and Gar- aunt here. Our sympathy goes tribute, as stated by actor and and Roy Wilkins,
did a masterful job in getting is always a little bit of sadplaywright Ossie Davis who
den Club was entertained Out to the family.
baskets to needy families ness and Christmas Day the
is chairman of the Du Bois
with a very beautiful pre- THE SICK
through your contributions many Jackson friends of Mrs.
In St. Mary's Hospital are Memorial Committee, is "to se[ Christmas breakfast in the
and cooperative efforts. in- Gladys Brown wcie shocked
lovely home of Miss Enid Mr. William Lacey and Mrs. cure to the Afro-American
mates at Western State Hospi- to hear of her sudden passing
Sims, with Mrs. Cotrell Thom- Cottrell Thomas. Mr. Lacey is consciousness the personality,
tal were remembered by the of a heart attack on Christmas
as as co-hostess. While break- recovering from surgery and Image, and cultural significance
Merry High school student Eve night in Chicago, Illinois.
fast was served, regular busi- hopes to be able to go home of the most illustrious Afro- ATLANTA — (UPI) — The
body and faculty, the Christ- Stie formerly lived in Jackness was transacted with Pres- soon. Both of his sons, Floyd American scholar of our time, Southern Regional Council has
•mas Youth Fellowship organi- son, teaching in the Madison
WILLIE MAE CROSS
and McDavid, were here for and to present to Americans
ident Vance in charge.
zation at Lane college and the County School System for a
at large a proper sense of Dr. boiled the Negro Revolt of Ma
• A delicious repast was serv- the operation.
Federated Clubs of Jackson. number of years and since
At this writing, Mrs. Thomas Du Bois's intellectual contri- down to a matter of two "just
ed in the midst of an appromoving to Chicago spent some
- MONEY IN STOCKINGS
demands."
priate Yuletide setting, to the is better and hopes to be out bution to American life."
A unique project at First time with her aunt, Mrs.
soon.
The program for the me- 'One is that there be an end
[ delight of those present.
Baptist church was carried out Estella Tyson, of Jackson. She
to all forms of institutionized
Plans were made for the
with many members filling leaves he r husband, Fred
segregation and discrimination;
• •
\lodging of the lighting for the
petite stocking with money for Brown of Chicago, a son and
on this there can be no viable
holidays, but the !mow came
needy families. Carrying out grandson.
compromise.
and the plans had to be cane Christmas spirit at Merry
Miss Willie Mae Cross, a amore of 167 West Kirk, and [
"The other Is that affirmacelled because of the had
igh was the door decorating
tive measures be adopted 'to
senior of 29 West Person, is Miss Marvaietta Henry, fresh-roads. The club takes this
contest, sponsored by the Stu- .1ina Crow's Kin?
man of 1699 Kansas.
means to thank all who codent Council.
CALCUTTA, India — (UPI)1 the new "Miss UNCF" at LeMiss Cross will represent operated to make the city a
in
mtieng
oraittie
es Nin
etgoroeis
ree anpdartioctihOvarIt seems that senior homeMoyne College.
A 23-year-old voice major "I can hardly believe I won,"
lion in the nation's public life
rooms went all out capturing —Crows have killed four :pot- She topped three other co- LeMoyne in Gary, Ind., Feb. beautiful one for the season, who once
dreamed
of
the prizes for the most beauti- ted deer in the Ahpore Zoo eds in a fund-raising contest 8-9, at the annual conference and to express that it was un- ing a psychiatrist hasbecom- she exclaimed. "I had not idea and economy."
been
of the National Council of able to get around to
ful decorated doors based on here and seriously injured 25 sponsored by
judge, named "Women of the Year" that I could even qualify." The The council, which describes
the college's UNCF Alumni. She will
also
and
do
sincerely hope that all at Howard University for 1963. award was presented to Miss itself as an organization to Aothers, zoo Superintend R. K. Pre-Alumni Club for the curappear in the National Miss will understand, and
Cowie during the recent 41st lain the ideals and practices ..of
First place went to 12-3 Lahiri saint.
should
rent United Negro College UNCF Pageant,
She is Margaret Cowie of annual Women's Dinner at
one of the there he another contest, fall
homeroom, under the direcHo- equal opportunity for all peoFund campaign.
Trinidad,
W.I., a senior in the
highlights of the conference, in and give your usual
tion of Mrs. Rosetta McKis- He said the crows swoop
ples in the South,
sup- College of Fine Arts. Miss ward.
Trailing Miss Cross in this Coeds from 31 other UNCF
sack, using the theme "Noel." down on the food given to the
port.
order were Miss Gwendolyn member colleges and univerMrs. Martha Lacey and her Cowie developed an interest
Second place went to Mrs. zoo animals and drive the deer
Fife, a junior of 2616 Park; cities will participate in the
in mental health and psychiJohnson's homeroom. 12-1 away by pecking at their eyes.
committee were anxious to
atric work while a student at
Miss Evelyn L. Lewis, a soph- pageant.
with "A
give the prizes, but could not
Glowing Light"
•
Naparima Girls High School
,
get around. Gifts were extheme. 12-4 homeroom, under
in San Fernando, Trinidad,
Mr. J. Werthing received
changed at the meeting, and
where she was graduated in
all left with a feeling of
honorable mention f o r their.
1959.
Good-will to all.
"Silent Night" door. At Lane
Music, however, became a
d.
LOYOL FRIENDSHIP
college, t he Administration
greater influence on the coed
The Loyal Friendship Club
Building you saw so beautiafter she participated in sevfully decorated in passing was
entertained with a most en- eral
Trinidad music festivals
joyable dinner, in the home
done by the Student Governand won both junior and adult
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
But the saint, depicted car- I, LOS ANGELES —(UPD— of Miss Geneva Nesbitt on singing
ment Association.
championships during
Once upon a time there was a rying the Christ
Child, was W. Willard Wirtz, Secretary Twelfth Ave. Members of the the competition. By the
Snow postponed some Haitian
time
sculptor named accustomed to such
club and friends were treated she matriculated
situations
scheduled parties but the Etienene Agnan.
at Howard,
i (St. Anthony is the patron saint of Labor, said the legal pro- to a lovely buffet service un- singing
Bridge Club got
had captured her heart.
One day (Christmas Eve) the of lost articles) and knew just fession was the "worst inte- der the direction of the presiera litFliter#nigM preceedShe now yearns for a career
sculptor carried a saint (a lit.- where to go (the Lost and grated and worst
mg Christmas at the home of
segregated dent, Mrs. Tennessee Robin- as a concert singer.
else plaster statue of St. An- [ Found Department).
son. Prayer was said by Mrs.
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack on
group in our society."
Miss Cowie was more than
thony) down into • vary dark
Addie Roe after all sang a little surprised upon learnWhen the sculptor returned
Laconte St. On Saturday night
Speaking at the annual con- "Silent Night."
and noisy place (a New York to the
Club mem- ing that she had been selected
dark and noisy place
the block unit on Lane Ave.,
subway station).
the keepers of the gate (Tran- vention of the Association of bers exchanged gifts and the "Woman of the Year" by the
where all homes were decoratWhen
sculptor
the
got to the sit Authority coin changers) American Law Schools, Wirtz party broke up with wishes Howard Women's
ed with blue lights had their
Club of
house-to-house visitation. end- gate (turnstile) of the dark told him to contact the haven said a recent survey showed of a Happy Christmas coming Washington, D. C., the group
passage (the subway tunnel) of stray articles (the Lost and
from everyone.
which presents the award each
he found .1.01 could not get Found Depactment) located in that only 35 major law firms
The pupils of the Vance Mu- year to an undergraduate stuthrough the turnstile with the never-never land (Brooklyn). in the country are integrated. sic School were entertained dent.
Saint.
And on Christmas Day there
The sculptor put the saint was a ringing of bells (the
and went back upstairs telephone) and a voice told
to find a chariot (a taxi) to the sculptor that a Saint was
take
and his Saint home. waiting for him.
him
Memorial services for the
late President John F. Ken- But when the sculptor re
nedy were held by the Com- turned to the dark and noisy
munity Floral Club of New place he found that his Saint 'Fast Unto Death'
Chicago during a recent meet- was gone. The sculptor returnLONDON — (UPI) — Two
ing at the home of Rev. and ed to his abode down-hearted
members of the Ban-The-Bomb
Mrs. Sherman Miller of Chi- and empty-handed.
He was the first sculptor in Committe eof 100 have tele- etee
cago Ave.
Participating in the service the whole wide world ever to graphed Queen Elizabth that
were: Mrs. Linnie Dixon, mis- lose a statue in that dark and they are in a "fast unto (kat!' •
(where angels fear to protest the arrest of their
ress of ceremony; Mrs. Lottie noisy place
club's field secretary.
Wigam, Mrs. M. Claxton, Mrs. to tread).
A. Burdett, Mrs. Lucile Price,
Mrs. Minnie Exom, president
of the club and Matthew Davis,
president of New Chicago Civic
Club who asked that continued
prayers be offered for President Lyndon B. Johnson.
The memorial program followed the business session
which, was presided over by
the club's president, Mrs. Mollie Alexander.
Refreshments Were served by
the hostesses Mrs. Rosa King
and Mrs. Rosa Miller.

Council Tells
Negro Goals

Miss Willie Mae Cross
Wins'Miss MCP Title

ik

Howard Names Trinidad
co-ed'Woman Of Year',

&A:taatt GrtesetimA ,

Lost: A Saint. In A
Wirtz Hits
Subway, Of All Places Law Firms
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The Finest
Clubs in Memphis

_

titerion

FLAM
INGO
ROOM
1401/2 Hernando
525-9559

NIGHT CLUB
*BANQUET*
Private Parties „

Tribute Paid JFK
By Floral Clu 'down

SINGER SEWING
CENTER

7 DAYS A WEEK':

DINE AND DANCE
NIGHTLY

Club May Be Rented
For Any Night In The Week

A-1
USE FROCARS
HULL lmOBBS
1963 T. BIRD
Equipped, Blue

MOVING...

In

1961 OPEL
Radio, Heater

1959 MERCURY
4

Dr.,

P.M., Al, Cond

1960 T. BIRD
Equ.pped, Red lot
If SOMEONE YOU IMO* . ..
Is moving into a UMW community,
let us know toe. A friendly call by
the Welcome Wagon Hostess with
her basket of gifts and helpful
Information, will make the newComer feel quickly at home. Join
In carrying on our community's
traditional spirit of hospit.lity.
Just give their name and address

Nao

1961 BONNEVILLE
rar,. Eq.app

1960 DODGE
2 Dr., H.T.,

R.H

1959 OLDSMOBILE
2

Dr ,

H.T., Whit., R.11

1960 OLDSMOBILE
Ag011
ahwaizow4

FM*
won

-.

NEWCOSIFIISI
moo to 41 ot tom coca*

4 Dr., MT., R.H., Blue Int

1962 FALCVN
Dr., R.H. Autont

WILIMME

use Ws
Mak

1962 FAIRLANE
8 Cyl. 2 Dr., Air Coed, Ral

a.

$3395
$ 795
$795
$1195
$1595
$1095
$1195
$1395
$1295
$1195

PAIS
Cal

6678

9

mom haw th. We4eN.11
Mena can on TA

WINION

1:3I

would like to seiewitin to the

ei I

shwa, submit* le the

firl out coupon and well to Circulation
Not .

AFTER CHRISTMAS
USED MACHINE SALE

1 Universal Zig Zag Port. $39"
$11900
1 Singer Portable

1
1
1
1
I

Singer Console
Atlas Portable
Singer Portable
Universal Console
Fleetwood Portable

$29"
$2995
$88"
$39"
534"

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES
41111111.11=111

100 So. Main St.

JA 5-8375

..-!

CLUB HANDY ,
195 Hernando

526-4241 .

DINE 84 DANCE'
To The
Live Music of
ANDREW MITCHELL:
Beautiful New Night Club
Select Delicious Food
HALL AVAILARLI FOR
Social Gatherings - Weddings • Fraternities 7
Style Shows - Bus. Meetings - Conventions

MELV
IN
MALU
NDA'
S
150 Gaither
948-8270
1

Featuring

.

Fine Entertainment
NIGHTLY
Fine Food Too
:
SPECIAL RATES
on Club &
Private Parties

..
,

mg DUCK'S SMELUNS
5ALTS ARE ALWAYS
IN my coRNER!
(
i GET THE LARc3e
ECONOMY Siz.c!
wHAT AN
sNDORSCmENT
THAT'LL MAKE
F.0R MY NEW •
PRoDUCT,

DAD!I Gar A BOY
TO SHOYEL THE SNOW
IN OuR DONEWAY.1I OFFERED Him
FivE

l-IELLO,ETTA!
ETTA!
PLANNING
A BIG
IND9OR
TRACK MEET-

rm

GIVE HIM AN
ARGUmENr!!
DOWN To
TWO.'"

HOW'S ABOUT
YOU IN THE FIFTYYARD DASH FOR
GIRL.VOIcAY?

SHE CAN G er To
THE PHONE. FROM
ANYPLACE. IN THE.
HOUSE — 15eP012C
IT RINGSTWICE.f

MR.BRANDiTIS ANDY.7
60110-TALK
70 YOU.vioN'T
TAKE MOREW
A MINUTE.

ONLY HE SOUNDED SORT
OF FUNNY...LIKE HE WAS
SCARED OF SOMETHING.,.
OR SOMEBODY-

••••••••••••.

CtLI,
MULYHY

WELL,HENRY, YOu'VE
EARNED 1.101.1R FIRST
DOLLAR I

Attw

luST FINE! SHE'S
sL.SEPWle Now! I WILL.
RSTueN TO Nee
5HoRTLY

6000
(

w)))

SA2/cr,,
EA574-4N0AM9AlOP 7E0
TAKE 7),'E/4 Lei YE OF we gerisfr/
cRowv ?Wee/rOACY Amp mroo ,c1fe

SOT I HAD TO Gee
'You AND THANK YoU
Foe gett.IGING LIG
OUT OF eeo
cH)NA !

I2•28

Ai-I'LL SURE BE PLEASED
70 GING IN YOuR
HOOTENANNy, WIMPY!

THAT'S TERRIBLE, WIMPY...
TELLINCl HIM THE PRIZE
FIGHT 5 A HOOTENANNY!

THEY'S ONE THING
SURE LIKE TO HAVE
Es'FoIRE AH aces To
THE I400TENANNY!

Al-I'D LIKE 70 LOOK
NICE ..., COULD YOU
GIVE ME A
TRIM?

SECRET AGENT X9
'tilknock6 gurrie F:at hetzeen the mils—

WE SHOULD THANK
YOU,AND NAN 55E!
WITHOUT 'YOUR HELP
WE wouLl) NEVER
HAVE MADE
IT!

TAO rfise.-7DP Pecooews pieecormy,..„
,44/LEO Aelovw 7Ne. EMMY'A,TWO 7t2A.
APA'RcUICA/00

0 -
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RICK, UNHITCH THEM NOSSESPNEY
OUGHT TO FETCH US A FAIR
PIECE
alANGE!

go
7,
04.0 *is
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of its mu
with indi
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Oscar
ington
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and Ltie trawl
roars by, niches
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TNATg ALMOST 11;-N.I KNOW, WILLA
PHIL! ousr A LITTLE DOWN A HAIRTO tHE RIGHT-AND- THEN A SHADE
TO THE LEFT!

MEAwwwes
SIGHTINGS ',yeas WHAT IS IT; wHO
MCOR AGAIN LAST MADE IT IS IT FRCM
NIGHT...,IT IS NOT
EARTH r„,,TH6 Nom
A PLANET...OR A
WAG TAKSN OF
comeT.„ vr5 MANLOOK'S C./KE A
comer!

NO,IT WASN'T,HOMY.
THAT THING IS UNDER
CONTROL-,,,.LET'S
TaAcs IT!
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Lied,

Bellamy,RussellLead Chicos
For All-Star Basketball Teams

SPORTS
HORIZON

Prizes Awarded By
Nonchalants Club

Mda BowlFos Await
Thar Sheri= Lewis

Mrs. Thomas McClellan was
hostess when members of the
Nonchalants club met recently and made plans for their
Christmas charity. Presiding
NEW YORK—Bill Russell of nie Wilkens of St. Louis; and more than 100 ballots cast at the meeting was Mrs HONOLULU — Forty Eight of ed in North-South squads.
Len Casanova of Oregon and
the Boston Celtics and Walt Wilt Chamberlain and Guy Chamberlain, West, a n d Ro- Taylor Ward.
the nation's outstanding colBellamy of the Baltimore Bul- Rodgers of San Francisco.
bertson failed of unanimous Guests at the meeting were lege _football players have been Jack Mollenkopf of Purdue will
all11111111111111111111By BILLAITT41111111111111111.1M lets were unanimous choices Under balloting rule s, no selection by a single vote. Miss Martha Flowers, Mrs signed to play in the Annual coach the North team, while
the South will be directed by
on the East-West teams picked more than three players could In counting the ballots, each Harry Robinson, Mrs. Ann
l663 PREP CRAMPS
lers is an A & I graduate. by a vote of sports writers and be
chosen from any one team, city's votes were counted as a Benson, Mrs. Mary BracPsty, Hula Bo w I Classic here in Johnny McKay of USC and
The Prep League enjoyed one Jones, along with 6'-7" Charles broadcasters for the
assistant coach Johnny John14th An- and each team will have to single unit so that no one city Miss Jim Ella Cotton and Mrs. Honolulu Stadium, Jan. 4.
A its most successful years Paulk, spent part of last sum. nual
National Basketball As- have at least one member, would dominate the voting by Las-cent& Cain. Prizes were As the game picks up in- son of UCLA.
with individual performances mar in a Tennessee State sponsociation All-Star Game at Since the writers failed to pick numbers,
awarded the first two guests. terest the most discussed play- South — ends — Dick Bowin the four major sports get- sored high school basketball
Boston Jan. 14.
a n y member of t h e Detroit Coaches of the teams are the Club prizes were won by er on either team, both from man, Syracuse, Vern Burke,
ting considerable attention. Na- camp. Coach Harold Hunter of
The writers picked eight Pistons for the West team, one coaches of last year's world Mrs. Ward, Mrs. John McKin- the states, is Sherman Lewis Oregon State, Chuck Logan,
tional attention has been gained A & I left two balls with Lesplayers for each squad. Twolof the coaches' two selections championship series teams — ney, Mrs. Ruth McDavid and of Michigan State. The story Northwestern, and Jim Imwalby Richard Jones in basketball, ter after they had played the
more players will be pickedlmust be a Detroit player.
Red Auerbach of the Boston Miss Elmyra Williams.
is that local fans are anxious le, Oregon.
Oscar Reed of Booker T. Wash- preliminary to the TSU-Lane
Tackles — Carl Eller, Minfor each squad during the Russell a n d Bellamy each Celtics for the East and Fred- Mrs. John F. Wilson is club to see the explosive scat-back
ington in football, and Willie clash, a gesture calculated to
coming week by the league was mentioned on all of the die Schaus of Los Angeles.
run. The players will be divid- nesota, Harrison Rosdahl, Penn
reporter.
Dawson of Melrose and J. W. renew the Tigers' interest in
State, Ernie Borghetti, Pittscoaches.
rown of Washington in Jones.
burg, and Milt Kanehe, OreThe squads as determined'
sk.
Already Lester and Jones are
gon.
by vote:
SKETBALL
headed for another great seaGuards — Dick Nowak,
East — Russell, Tom HeinLester's Golden Lions grab- son. The undefeated Lions
Army, Joe O'Donnel, Michigan,
sohn, and Sam Jones of Boa- Magicians
bed the city cage title and overcame a Bertrand stall to
Mike Reilly, Iowa, Wally Hilton; Jerry Lucas, Wayne Em- LeMoyne's Magicians w ill Miles, Jan. 15.
from Winston-Salem where The Magicians' two confer- 8enburg, Iowa and
added the District One and defeat the Thunderbolts 46-42
Dave WilRegion Three crowns before last Saturday night to cap the bry, and Oscar Robertson of may four games on their home The LeMoynites will p1 a y they participated in the six- ence victories same about on
cox, Oregon.
their own home court, whereas
narrowly missing the state LeMoyne Holiday Tourney and Cincinnati; Hal Greer of Phi- court in Bruce Hall during the four games during the month, team Holiday Festival,
Centers—Tom
Lynch, Navy,
invading Lane at Jackson, Jan. In Southern Intercollegiate their three SIAC defeats were
tournament championship, los- Jones receiCied the "Most Val- ladelphia; a n d Len Chappell
Ken Bowman, Wisconsi 0,
month of January, starting 10: Tuskegee, Jan, 25; Beneof New Ycrk.
•
Athletic Conference play this on foreign floors.
ing to Nashville's Pearl High uable Player" award.
Ralph
Baker,
Penn
State.
West — Bellamy and Terry with Tuskcgee Tigers this Fri- dict, Jan. 28, and
Allen, Jan. season, the Memphians have a LeMoyne's overall 4-3 record
TRACK
in the finals.
Quarterback — Pete Liske,
2-3 record, winning froin Ala- for the season includes wins
Coach Ira Spillers' Lions The ever increasing popular- Dischinger of Baltimore; Elgin day night, Jan. 3, at 8 o'clock. 29.
Penn State, Ron Digravio, Purwere chased down the wire by ity of track reached its zenith Baylor and Jerry West of Los They'll meet Knoxville here, Coach Jerry Johnson's barns A & M, 69-68, and Ala- over Philander Smith, 83-77,
due.
7- Dillard Jan 13 and charges have just returned barns State, 81-74.
and Stillman, 77-44.
Melrose. Lanky 6'-7" forward, when a skinny 16-year-old Angeles; Bob Pettit and Len- J.
Halfback — Sherman Lewis,
Jones, was chosen to the Scho- sprinter tied the high school
Michigan State, Paul Martha,
lastic Coach All-American team 100-yard dash record of Jesse game in two years in league .
Pittsburgh, Jchn Sai, Navy,
— the second time a Prep Owens. Dawson, then a soph- play, won its second consecuPaul Warfield, Ohio State, and
League player has received omore at Melrose, ran with a tive championship and defeatLarry Hill, Oregon.
that honor in the past three strong at his back a 9.4 cen- ed Hamilton in the District
Fullbacks — Rick Leeson,
LEAGUE STANDING
Lester held the lead from tween Bertrand and Washing- and Bobby Todd of Bertrand'
Playoffs.
years. Jones had a 21.9 league tury.
W L PCT. Pittsburgh, and Roger Lopes,
were chosen to the all-tourney
scoring average and thus far, Strange as it niay seem, ' Southpaw J a mes Eubanks j the opening basket until late ton broke two records as Be0
1.000 Michigan State.
dell Smith's 31 points unabled team. Jones received the MVP Lester
is near the 30-points-a-game Dawson was the league's sec- won 10 games and was chosen in the game with Father Ber.750 The North squad7
Melrose
3 1
the 'Bolts to win the marathon trophy.
clip.
ond best runner. Washington's the outstanding pitcher. Eu- trend in the finals of the Le.750 Ends — Hal Bedsole, USC,
3 1
match, 89-87, in six overtime. Bertrand will miss the serv- Bertrand
Jones, selected on a pair of Brown suffered his first and banks received a scholarship
Moyne Holiday Tournament The Warriors' James John- ices of Todd who is ineligible Douglass
400 Mel Profit, UCLA, Jim Ingram
2 3
pre-season all-American teams, only defeat of the season when to Arkansas S t at e---in" Pine
.100 Baylor and Jim MacNaughton,
2 3
then made a quick rally to son set a single game tourney for league competition. League Manassas
has been offered over 40 Dawson came from behind to Bluff.
.400 Utah State.
2 3
defeat the Thunderbolts, 46- scoring record with 45 points. play will resume with a full Washington
by colleges all nip him in that memorable FOOTBALL
.250 Tackles — Scott Appleton,
1 3
Charles Paulk and Jones of slate of games beginning Mon- Hamilton
1R'er the country. Several Region Three meet. Brown was The conclusion of the grid 42, for the championship.
Carver
day
.200 Texas, Wesley Bryant, Arkan1 4
Lester, Johnson of BTW,Smith
southern schools are among Clocked in a 9.5 effort, good season- brought to a close the
Carver faded down the
sas, Jim Anderson. California,
those bidding for the services enough to win most college sparkling career of Oscar Reed,
and Gary Kirner, USC.
stretch in the battle for third
of the agile Jones.
hard charging fullback of the
rakes..
, Guards — Damon Berne,
Memphis State would like
Washingtonwoet44e district Washington Warriors. Reed place and Washington moved
USC, John Nirhols, Rice, Walt
very much for Jones to be its and. regional championships. gained over a thousands yards, ahead to hang up a 56-46 win.
Dathe, U C L A, Joe Kealoha;
first athlete of color. However, A scant margin deprived Ma- a feat rarely pulled by school- Despite maintaining a slight
Hawaii, and Mary Harris,
MSU officials might get caught nassas of overtaking the War- boy ball carriers.
lead most of the game Lester
Stanford.
waiting. It seems the Tigers riors. Again, Coach Hosea
Coach Charles Lomax used
Centers -Kubala,
are concerned about Mississip- Alexander was frustrated in the line-smashing of Reed to was obviously inept against
Texas A te M, Joe Rodwell,
pi teams that are keen rivals his attempt to gain for West gain a share of the Prep the slow down tactics employLONDON — (UPI) — Frcd- Air Force. .
whose racial views have been Tennessee the state crown. The League title with Melrose, the ed by Bertrand. As usual,
die Mack, Brooklyn heavy- Quarterbacks — Pete Beatclearly defined.
Washington mentor still con- surprise team of the league. Lester's big gun was Richard
Now it can be told. When the and pre-shift mannerisms. Act- weight boxer now campaign- hard, USC, Ron Trull, Baylor,
Despite MSU Coach Dean tends that the other two grand Melrose suffered a defeat to
Ethers' expressed desire to sign divisions of the state have an the Warriors and Douglass put Jones who scored four big Bears opened Sunday's cham- ually the Bears knew more a- ing in Europe, will meet Eng- and Terry Isaacson, Air Force.
Jones and pressure from white advantage because of the few the skids under Washington as points after Bertrand had pionship game with the New bout the Giants than the team land's Ray Shields in a 10- Halfaacks — Jay Wilkinson,
round bout at the Two Circus Duke, Tommy Ford, Texa s,
well-wishers, it is highly pos- schools participating in those both teams ended up with 6-1 gained a 41-39 lead with three York Giants they had every and its coaches.
One might say they neglect- Arena in Blackpool, Pro. 6
sible that economic pressure areas which allow the winning records.
Willie Brown UCLA, and Virminutes to play. Jones also play and every player's facts
ed to figure how Y. A. Tittle Mack has a third-round
will stifle the sound thinking schools to bring to the state
Coach Eldridge Mitchell of
thiow when a and figures carded on a mental would move when his team knockout over Sante Amonti of gil Boll, Oklahoma.
a
free
sank
of so many Memphians.
many more performers.
Melrose came from a winless
"blackboard."
moved inside the 20 yard line Italy. to his credit since he Fullbacks — Tom Crutchet,
Tennessee A & I State could BASEBALL
1962 season for come-back of technical foul was called for
Bertrand having six players The "board" also included and prepared to toss a touch- movcd his home to Europe late Texas Christian, a n d Chuck
land Jones since Coach
Douglass, loser of only one the year honors.
pointers on Cleveland and down pass. You are wrong. in 1961.
in action,
Taylor, Arizona State.
However, when the going Pittsburgh who were in the The 14 yard touchdown pass
for
Divithe
running
Eastern
Lesgot really serious it was
from Tittle to Frank Gifford
ter's little John Miller who iron title tabbed but the main was successful only I,ecause of
focussed
classes
on
were
the
Imanaged to come up with the
the bad footing. The Bears
AT ... 739 UNION
big play that kept the Lions New York Giants They knew knew how Gifford figured to
players
even
to
how
Giant
pressure.
the
under
cracking
from
move in and out and cut to
A semi-final struggle be- they go about tieing their shoes whatever side appeared open.
But when the defense man at- PHILADELPHIA —
(UPI) 74-65, and take fifth p1sce in
tempted to follow his footing
the Quaker City Basketball
gave way in the ice covered —Loyola of Chicago, ahead by
Tournament.
turf and he was unable to fol- as many as 14 points in the
Loyola, unbeaten coming in
low Gifford to the "free" side first half, had to co..ie from the tournament
last Friday,
Only thing the Giants had that behind in the closing minutes was led by John Egan, who
had
the
Bears
did
not
know
was
to defeat Temple University, 32 points, in overtaking the
During Bluff City Buicks
'
team signals. This they did not,
Temple. Ow.s. Temple 1.1.d gone
need. Knowing how the Giant
ahead 58-53 with six and oneplayers reacted to all signals
half minutes left in the game.
was a plenty as the results of;
—
Temple had trailed 40-26 late
BOSTON — (UPI) — Half- crown.
the
D game h finaloved. two games
in the first half and 10-29 at
Burton, out with a back inback Ron Burton was unable
SHEPPARD AFB. Tex. — halftime. But the Owls outscorto play for the Boston Patriots jury all season, started at Buf- During the
throughout the
re g u tar falo Saturday and carried of the regular season the Bears Airman Third Class Dorothy ed Loyola, 18-7, in the first
had
scouts,
not
one,
not
two
Football League eight times for a net 12 yards
American
A
Hammond of Memphis, fight minutes to tie the score
season but he is officially eli- as the Partiots beat the Bills, but several "covering" the
at 47-47 and then move ahead.
gible for the title game at 26-8 in a nationally-televised Giants. And each scout had his Tenn., a member of the WornWe absolutely must. sell 32 cars by the 1st of the year—We w;11 take
specific duty. One was to oh- en in the Air Force (WAF), Egan then teamed with Ron
Sunday.
San
Diego
contest.
reasonable deal—We have our own finance company; on the spot financmg
AFL Commissioner Joe Foss Burton, a former All-Amen - serve the players; another to has been named honor gradu- Mil.or to score crucial miskets
ruled that Burton could play ca from Northwestern Univer- jot down the plays and maybe ate in the technical training after the score was tied at 59
,63 Pontiac
'61 Chevrolet
in the Chargers-Patroits con- sity, suffered the back injury one to observe how the Giants course for communications and 61.
Scud
Starchier 4 Sr
impala mune
- $1695
*lite with green s'd.
test.
Aug. 4 in an exhibition game put their uniforms on. Anyway center specialists hsre.
tuittorn in
blue
interiors
VI
',tor has fart. eir cond. s2995
'lift redrO,
Foss made a similar ruling with the Oakland Raiders. lie it was a perfect system and un- Airman Hammond studied Les Hunter had 19 points for
'
;
t!`
n
like .
(
ge ,n every
last week, enabling Burton to underwent surgery in Sep- doubtly brought the NFL cham- military communications pro- Loyola and Miller had 15.
958
'60 Chevrolet
cedures, message structure and
play against Buffalo Saturday tember for removal of a rup- pionship to Chicago.
ORISMObils
S"-"r- -sr 2.dr. 11.T. Mark ard $895
LI 5 rov
white. Has P.S. end P.B. WM;
`
r7;.:. sn
rvArti
i
'
.e rblo
.: S1495
the operation of teletypewritfor the AFL's Eastern Division tured disc.
wsw tires. Here
radio,
wall
heater.
white
Lawyers Get Clipped
is 1 rem
tires. Like new.
sharpie
Know Your Negro History er equipment used in the
world-wide Air Force com- LONDON — (UPI) — The
'61 Oldsmobile
'60 Buick
Marcus Garvey, who tried to munications system.
Super "SI" 4-dr. PIT. Solid $1995
Lecabre 4-door hardtop. Hat $1295
"Solicitors' Journal," a legal
white. Has fact, air cond.
Nu power and_ factory air.
lead a "Back to Africa" move. The airman, daughter of Mr.
and full power. Many more
conditioning. This one is
extras Real sharp.
ment, was sentenced to Atlanta and Mrs. Louis Hammond of magazine, said a poll revealreally worth the moncy.
'61 Buick
Penitentiary in 1925 for fraud. 1494 Ely St., Memphis, is a ed that many British lawyers
160 pondac
LeSabre 4-4r. serf flat tact. $i695
air rand . full power Dius
Two weeks later, he was de- graduate of Booker T. Wash- have their hair cut by their
many m ire Buick extra,
.
.
.
m',7R $1795
IN STOCK to choose from
RiTeL1.1!ei,..tirtheha
ported.
This is the lowest price ever.
ington High whoa
wives.
Inchntino factory air and full
and doves J..,
38 Ford

Play Four At Home This Month

Lions Beat Thunderbolts To Win LeMoyne Holiday Tourney

ibiolarships

Mack
Bears Had Every Man,Freddie
Roy Shields
Play Of Giants Down Bout Carded

.4

5th Place (Yes 5th)To
Loyola In Cage Tourney

twitt

Ro Burton WillPlay
in AFL Title Contest

Crash
Clearance

Lim

Memphis WAF Tops

AlTexas Air Base

150,0

298 g01ES

Station Were, Ha. V.I1 and
somatic R&H. wsw tires. This
one is exceptionally .lean and
runs perfect.

:i0Oks
Eircr;;,

$695

,59 Ford
4-door. Beech Waarr.. VS
m atte. radio ii tMel. Uri
lirtit. Beautiful blue and white.
Real riran.

rlis895

'62 Tempest
s„„ ,„,. Hal air cond
dal

s,rd
g,den.stic trans. RAM, waw $1295
...Seee this hariain tod,a,
In,

'62 Oldsmobile
Siarfire Coupe. Ha. factor'
sir conditio
,
ne and full
Dower Phis Ira& windows
and se .1.
any More extras. Like new,

$2595

'56 Dodge
4dnor Station walt0a. Radio.
heater white walls, *Monistic.
Cmod JIM clean.

'60 Cadillac

Inside Convertible This car $2
has full power sod fectory
air.conditionint. Real sharta.
Be sore to see this one.

'62 Buick
lnyicta 2.door hardton Ycllow with matching interior. $2595
Full power. I rtorv
Many. many more needles.
Like new.

SI 4-dr. WT. Has full dower.
R&H, maw Urea Hydramstic.
This one is sharp and worth
the mnr.y..

Buick
39
LeSahre

Power brakes power Seer. $2
int
heater, white will
can yeah (i,nIe!
a
t hnestailt
'
he r "
'

comet. Ha. full Power pins many more extras.
See this one,for sure today.

295

$i595

II

LeSabre 4.dr. Full otw,/er
1295
„,„,
mh.t Britt* extrea Shtld $
white with
red interior, Like

'61 Chevrolet
impala convettible Red with
white top. VI autrimetic.
pet' stearin', DOW CC
Brakes. Just like new.

$695

$1095

.'61 Buick
Lenatre Sta. Warta. Title $1995
on• es
eincood, and
fullpower. Loaded with ex.
tree and its clean as brand
new.

'60 Buick
new

DON'T NUTTIN1 BEAT

.2495

'58 Oldsmobile

'62 Pontiac
st,,,,h,e. 4-door hardtop.

Soniel Station Wagon. Has
radio and heater white_ side.
we'l tires Automatic V.1 engine. A real banal..

$495

02 4.dr. H.T Solid white.
This car has fact •incond
and full power plum mar,
-r, cxtrAC. Re sure to ,re
one and s-re

495

i CAR WASH $

695

Two-door hardtop. rat full pow.
,
radio. heater. le ttel11111 titer. $
This one la real cheat..

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE

DART
2-Dr. Sedan

$

•

•

II
•

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sit. Open 8 A.M. to 6 p.m.
Sen, Open It AM. to 2 P.M.

-.----A..Mthonrduay
Friday

-

U
•
•
•
in
s

a
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•
a
3100

THE PALACE
CLOTHING CO.

Dodge

1695

Sordid 4.dr. This car hes P
PB B&W "raw tires. Dyne.
Cl••hk Ode ore ft's sew.

Dress your entire family
for New Years

$695

BLUFF CITY BUICK
Dial 526-5371

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
WHIRS ffSIXS IMF YOU
GET PillIERENTIA1

Summer at Baltic

214-16 SO. MAIN STREET
Across from Malco Theatre

at JOE SCHAEFFER'S

739 Union

•
•

Remesamimmumasamummue

:57
4;titl....StnolgatItCitli.11a.$495
'57 Buick

CAN YOU USE

•

••
•

MILES or 5-YEAR WARRANTY
ON EVERY NEW 7963 DODGE

'58 Imperial

'62 Buick

.'61 Buick

$1095

Electra 4-door hard,on. 1,:11
flower ,113, factory slr.cohn,
tiomns, is ia a value vim

$279.5

'62 Buick
L•Sabres and cultism Thviclas. All are fully eouhmed.
including factorY air•conditioning and power. As low as
11191. Check on these.

'59 Buick

fp••••••••••••••••rnme•••••••••
•
Ill
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•

WITH

Pitsh-Litton *Rester, II:feeble NVIpirs, Blreetionsl
Signals, Torsionalre Ride, Alternator, Antl-lreeelle.

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • •

Open 'veiling'

•. fl 5-1141

Reasonable prices & EZ Terms
Home Store, For Home People,
your account's welcome

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

OPEN NITELY

Ph. FA 7-6033

Is

&11.Te.

-BOX 4795

•

rage 12
_

CO

inCEENDER
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?t'as •

The eoprzest ofPolio

Science Fair Set For:A9rii 21-25

Cows se, MOW oosivire
40

Lane Alumni
Present Benefi
Dance Saturday

The 1984 Memphis Area Wright of Carver high school, participate in the Fair said:
Science Fair has been set for assistant secretary; Eugene H. "Universal Life Insurance corn:
April 21-25, according to an an- Brayon of Melrose, director of patty, the Tri-State Defender
nouncement made this week publicity; Walter Moore,of Ma- and LeMoyne college are to be
30
The Lane College Al
by the Fair Committee. Spon- nassas, assistant director of in- commended for their willingsoring the project are the Un- stallations; Louis Miller of ness to cooperate so completely Association will present a d
iversal Life Insurance company Father Bertrand high school, for the success of the Fair."
at Currie's Club Tropicanc$,
and the Tri-State Defender, assistant director of visitation
Winners in the 1964 Fair will 1331 Thomas St., on Saturdey
20
The Science Fair projects and Alexander Sanders of be presented awards May 1 night, Jan. 4, between 10 p.m.
will be exhibited at LeMoyne Douglass high school,
immediately before being en- and 2 a. m. Sunday morning,
College's Bruce Hall. Projects The superintendent of City tertained at a luncheon at Un- and
the public is invited.
must be put on display April schools, E. C. Stimbert while iversal Life Insurance comAll of the proceeds from the
21 and 22. Exhibits will be open granting schools permission to pany's cafeteria.
dance will be contribut
to
10
to the public April.23 and 24.
Lane_College in Jackson, T
Headquarters for the Fair is
furnitur
and will go for
at Douglass High School, 3200
the lounge of the new B.
Mt. Olive St. Frank Gray, a
lian Smith dormitory for
teacher at Douglass, is Fair
en.
1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1951 1958
director.
1959 1960 1961 1,962
Tickets will be delivered
sepos.
.4.4.0 by apt Csp.66
Complete plans for the Fair
...p/n
C.O.. C11,110t 09 the 0.1. •
ry4.44b4.4
Ppial/g1444,in.
'
s.n•as.
WASHINGTON -The presi- Henry was present at a grave- persons wishing to attend t
were
made
during
a
recent
SHRINERS GIVE $5,000
meeting of the committee with dent of the Mississippi State side memorial service for affair. Members of the Alu
Poliomyelitis, the disease that once killed 7.000 persons in a
contrac
Shriners give $5,000 for the respiratory disease center at
Ben Olive, Jr., a Universal Life Conference of the NAACP, Dr. President Kennedy at t h e Association may be
single year 119161. Is now under control - almost.
by dialing 946-1279, 946-1041,
the National Jewish hospital in Denver, Col. Dr. A. L.
How complete the victory has been is
Insurance representative and Aaron Henry of Clarksdale, lose of the conference.
illustrated in the chart
. Which shows that the annual incidence of polio has dropped in one
Robinson (left), of Mounds. Ill., medical director of the
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of h a s personally submitted to A wreath was also placed 946-7341.
decade from 37 caws to just 0.5
Ancient Egyptian Arabic Order, Nobles of the Mystic
he Tri-State Defender. The the White House his views on on the grave of Mississippi Miss Sarah Medcalf is ge
eases per 100.000 population. In have not bothered to take adFair Committee includes, Di- the civil rights situation in his Field Secretary Mergar Evers, eral chairman of the danc
Shrine, shows Denver Mayor Tom Corrigan and Edward
1952 there was a total of 58,000 vantage of the polio protection
who was slain in Jackson, and John E. Strong, Jr., presl.
rector Gray; associate director, state.
Miller, president of the National Jewish Hospital, the check
eases of polio. Ten years later available. Only 60 per cent of
dent of the Lane Alumni group..
J. W. Powell, a teacher at Dr. Henry recently spent Miss., this past summer.
this had been reduced to just those under age 50 have had
which the Shriners presented at a luncheon Dec. 15. It
909. It is estimated that the
Washington high school; David two hours in a closed session
three or more injections of Salk
was the fourth in an annual series of Shrine contributions
with President Lyndon B.
number of 1963 cases will total vaccine (fortunately, almost 86
Brooklyn. This morning. The
totaling $20,000 to NJH.
less than half of that!
Johnson's special assistant on
per cent of those in the more
43 attempted the sit-in and
. Salk vaccine, since it became polio-susceptible 5-14 year age
civil rights, Lee White, reportGross catled police after they
Available in 1955 (oral vaccine group
77eHe
have this protection).
ing on the problems Negroes
refused to move. Most had to
was intioduced seven years latface in this hard-core state of
er in 19621. may have prevented
NEW YORK - (UPI) - be carried bodily to paddy waand public health Carver
segregation.
an estimated 225,000 cases of othffoisceia1,s,topoianrte onuott itm
Forty-three more civil rights gons.
hamt unsiianedee
The
Clarksdale pharmacist demonstrators
police During the first seven
were arrested
years of Salk use, polio was ef- remain just as susceptible as
A 1962 graduate of LeMoyne stated at the close of the meet- when they attempted a sit-in
fectively dispatched. according ever to the clangers of polio, the
ing
that
his
confidence in at the office of School St.per4c. government studies, towards disease can never be completely Funeral services for Charles He was assisted by Rev. P. L. college left Memphis this week President Johnson's
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,Autos For Sale

For Sale Misc.

Furn. For Sale

For Sale
Negro Slave,
29:$25,000
By DAVE POTTER
A freedom-fighting Chicagoan has pulled what could
be best described as "a civil
right switch."
He plans to sell himself into
slavery in order to raise $25,000 to back Chicago's school
segregation court fight.
The idea is the brainchild
of Scott B. Smith, chairman of
the Englewood unit of t he
Congress of Racial Equality.
Smith told the Defender that
he will become a "complete"
slave for the sum.
•••
He said his inspiration was
Chicago Daily Defender editorin-chief, Chuck Stone's article
which indicated that only $119
has been collected to back Attorney Paul Zuber's case in
the U. S. District Court. It was
estimated that $25,000 would
•be needed to meet court costs.
Atty. Zuber is representing
a group of Chicago parents
who charge that the city's
school system is segregated.
•• •
"As a Negro in Chicago. I
haws little freedom, anyhow.
to It would be no problem for
me to shear away all vestiges
of it and become a complete
slave," said Smith." I sent *
telegram to President Johnson telling him of the plan.
but I have had no reply as
yet."
Excerpts from Smith's wire
to the White House reads:
"What I am about to do is
not a stunt or a gag. I am not
a Communist or sympathiser
but an enslaved American. Belief has to be a reality and not
a meaningless dream. I am
publicly announced to the
World that I am selling myself
into slavery it, order to raise
625,000.
Smith's message to the President said he would rather be
a slave bona fide. "than exist
'In a dream world of token
citizenship in Chicago."
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ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 cheat of drawers, one washing machine. One dinette Pet. one lowing
machine. CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
Piedmont St.

BETTER BUY AT

For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable business. 3 double
load washers new. For further information call 948-9620.

Help Wanted

For Sale Misc.

HERFF FORD

LAUNDRY MAT

5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 nr. Mondale can
he
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs, Jr.

SALESMEN WANTED
Men needed for permanent position.
High school education required.

Goodyear
1128 Union Avenue

SALESMEN WANTED

2450 SUMMER
New 1964

Check Cur Ads Daily

Salary Guaranteed
$95.00 A Week
Call Mr. Hale
948-9508

As

Low S9

FORDS
1963 MERCURY
1962 FORD
1963 T. BIRD
1962 T. BIRD
1961 BUICK 4
1961 (HEY.
1963 FORD •
1962 FALCON

As

Down

195
$2295
$3895
$2

Country Squire, 9 Roes, 1-11r• New
Power & Al, Low Miles, One Owner

Low

Miles

S299"

Dr., MT., P.S., Brak•t, On• Owner

$

1195

S 1395

Fastback, 300 H.P.- Autorn., Miami., P.S., & Air Cond

S2695

Auto,

S1295

NO DOWN PAYMENT
1954 FORD
Good
,
1955 FORD wog
1956 FORD
1958 OLDS.
H T.
1960 FALCON
Pitod.1
1958 FORD Eno,

'295
.. 495
.. '395
. $495
$795
295

Runs

V.8, S. S.

2 Dr., Sr. Drive

98, 4 Dr.,

HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
Open Nites

For Women or Men

458-1151

CALLING
ALL

Elegant English
Brick home. Top
Zoned, prestige
district.
Four bedrooms. Full tiled basement. Panoramie
view, Two fireplaces. double plu
'ng Large, beautifully landscaped
Will do typing In my home or office. Lovely condition. I/nun/tat vitia323-4857
tion room, walled In Mau, with p
vote entrance. Ideal for entertaining
Earn $50.00 or more weekly In your or suhtile boldness
use, Could accumhome. Write; Benjamin Hunter Box Moderate
Mall group or two faMilles
4463, Chicago, 110nole 60607
Lea" 5200. sell On assumption.

EAst 3-6282

56.000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
6 ROOM HOUSE
6 room 2 bath house, or duplex. Some
as new. G. I. appraised. 2530 Calbert,
Telephone 324-0485

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis mat het.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI I3TATE nEFENDE
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

HOUSES FOR RENT
847-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115

HOUSE FOR RENT

WARTED
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
WITH CAR OR STATION
$50.00 a
month, apply 726
WAGON
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
To &Over end sell teepees Weekly Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
Sala ry plus conimisaion
New
Tri-State
Publishing COMPenY
236 South Wellington Street
Owen College Student desires to do GUARANTEED N
Y. LIVE-IN 11
TYPIng In Home or will K. to the
yobs. $35455 wk. Fare
adva
Office roll 323-4602 Miss Altnria
Mallory Agency
Garner
LYI1Pftray. N. Y.

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tr -State Defender

Call or Come In Today.

pedal Services

Houses For Sale

Houses For Sale

• ATTENTION: A BETTER HOME FOR SALE

Looking for a better home, Ideal central
location, near
churches, schools, parks? See this 3 bedroom
brick home,
separate dining room, fenced Yard, garage,
Ii ideal A-1
condition. Prompt possession if desired. FOR
SALE BY
OWNER. FHA, $400.00 down. Call BR
6-1585.

ATHAN'S

N

fl

LOAN UFFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED
PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • $HOT
GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.

,'Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ART1CLF:S
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Seattle, Washington

WANTED
2 Beauticians with followings to
work In modern shop Apply 300
East McLemore
Ph. 948-8689

MAN

1 Dr., RM., Avtorn

Delve, Model, R.H:

Houses Foi Sale

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Burglar
from Jon
610 Life
Augusta
old own'
asks ques
Two b
the esta.
last nine
have rec
of recept
The 1st

•

Ask for Mr. Goffman,

EPSTEI
N
162-164-166 BEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

Help Wanted

BATH,
retired or sewed couple. Near pupa,
Sr bus lime. Stove FURNISHED.
RESOLVE TO work tor good governSR 2-3237
ment In '64. Elect George Gilder to
Write Elect Calder Cons.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING Congress
$50 to $100 during your spare time? mitt,, 225 Hickman Bldg., Memphis.
A Great opportunity awaits you for
limited Slow only. Call 942-5639 immediately for appointment and further information Monday thru Friday 9 to 5.
Full or pert time agents to sell household appliance and fuiniture. Liberal
comMission with chance to own stock
In a growing concern. High school
Willing to work 3 or 4 hre. a day
seniors or graditates Especially solicited$35.00 - 365.00 weekly selling
13 seeks course in salesmanship ofCosmetics and Household needs.
fered fret.
App/y 300 East MeLemore
PHONE 398-7956
9 A. M - 11 A. IA

LOAN OFFICE

Commuter Wagon, R.H. Auto. Power & Factory Al,

Power & Air Very

{ Help Wanted

You

VA!. 'I

17111 HAL ITNIET
JA 64300
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